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Eight Year Old
Girl Is Killed

Calloway County High School
and Murray High School participated in the Union County
Invitational Speech and Debate
Tournament on Saturday.
Seventeen schools were in
competition.
Placing second in the
sweepstakes competition was
the Calloway County team, and
placing third place in the
tournament was the Murray
High team.
Calloway team members
received a total of seven
trophies and certificates
combined.
Kim Gray and Jimmy
Burkeen received First place
trophies in Poetry and
Humerous Interpretation. This
made the second time this
season that both Gray and
Burkeen have won first place in
their event.
Jim Davis, Quentin Fannin,
and Johnny Riley won second
place trophies in broadcasting
and debate. Third place certificates were given to Linda
Avery and Bobby Scott in
and
exstorytelling
temporaneous.
Calloway's Varsity Debaters,
Johnny Riley and Quentin
Fannin, defeated Webster Co.,
Warren East and Owensboro
Catholic, then advanced into the
championship match where
they were narrowly defeated by
Owensboro Catholic. Tommy
Riley, and Rick Wilkerson,

s
parents, Mr. and Mrs. J.O.
Lassiter, Webster Ford, and
Mrs. Sarah Medlin, great
grandparents, Mr. and Mrs.
Robert Ford, Mrs. Ruby McClain, and Mr. and Mrs. Joe
Wilson, and three sisters,
Melissa, Tammie, and Jaime
Renee Ford, all of Graves
County.
t'uneral services will be held
Tuesday at one p.m. at the
chapel of the Byrn Funeral
Home, Mayfield, with Rev.
Albert York officiating.
Pallbearers will be Donald,
Gerald,and Bobby Ed Coltharp,
Charles Bennett, Ronnie McClain, and Mason West. Burial
CALLOWAY ('O. Fire-Rescue members fight the fire at the trailer at a construction site on the
will be in th Mayfield Memory apartment units in Sun Terrace, north of Murray. Light fixtures and copper wire were in the trailer.
Gardens. Friends may call at
the funeral home.

Calloway's B—Team in Varisty
debate, defeated Trigg Co., but
lost to Warren East and
Owensboro Catholic.
Calloway's Speech and
Debate team has already
competed in five tournaments
this season and has placed first
or in the top three in four of
those events. Speech and
Debate team coach, Larry
England, will enter the squad
November 30 at the Parts Invitational.
Murray High received seven
individual trophies: Becky
Sams, first in extemporaneous
speaking; Martha McKinney,
second in prose; Gary Moore,
third in radio broadcasting;
Johnny Cannon and Doug
Spencer, third in duet acting;
Lezlee Bartholorny, fourth in
humorous interpretation;
Laurie Beatty, fourth in extemporaneous speaking; Karen
Jones, fourth in prose.
Other Murray students
receiving superior ratings were
Barbara Kemper, Ann 'Tutt, Jan
Baggett, Cindy McPherson, and
Sheila Watson. Excellent
ratings were awarded to Stan
Hainsworth, Jeff Dunn, Debbie
McMillen, and Tarpley Jones.
The students were accompanied
by their sponsor, Miss Deborah
Mabry.
The Murray club plans to
attend several more tournaments in the coming weeks
including the Henry Clay
Tournament at Lexington.

Nixon Campaign To Put
Watergate Behind Begins
KEY BISCAYNE, Fla. (AP)
-- President Nixon's 1973 campaign to put Watergate behind
him once and forever has begun in earnest with the embattled President embracing
the role of underdog.
After holding an unorthodox
live television-radio news conference Saturday in which he
felt compelled to assure his fellow citizens that "I am not a
crook," Nixon made a flying
trip to politically friendly Georgia Sunday that had all the earmarks of a quest for votes.
Resorting to the sort of regional appeal beloved by politicians, Nixon paid tribute to the
Atlanta Falcons of the National

Outlook Wednesday through
Friday: Unseasonably warm
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Arson Suspected
At Construction
Site Fire Sunday
Arson is suspected after fire the vandals took two tool boxes wall, and other vandalism.
destroyed approximately belonging to a worker which
Futrell said that the financial
$20,000 worth of electrical were valued at about $75, but loss to Quality Construction was
supplies at the construction site that the amount of the materials not that great, compared to
of the Murray Manor apartment stolen was not that much.
what could have been done.
complex north of Murray.
Meeks said that although the
The 80-unit
apartment
Sheriff Clyde Steele is in- trailer itself, valued at $600, was complex was begun last June,
vestigating a break-in at the not covered by insurance, he with plans calling for one and
site, in which six power saws, hoped the $18,000 to $20,000 in two-bedroom apartments. The
valued at $50 each and several electrical
were entire project is now under roof,
supplies
other small thefts were covered by insurance.
with inside contruction conapartment tinuing.
reported.
The 80-unit
Hardest hit was the Meeker complex is being built by
The Calloway County FireElectric Co., which owned the Quality Construction of Benton, Rescue Unit spent nearly three
storage trailer containing all the general contractor.
hours extinguishing the blaze.
the electric supplies to complete
Three units of the fire-fighting
Dempsey Futrell, of Symthe construction.
unit and 13 men had to unload
soma, the job superintendent
A worker at the site said this for Quality Construction, much of the debris to commorning that he had locked the reported that the vandals did pletely extinguish the persistent
trailer after work Friday extensive damage inside the blaze.
Firemen answering the call
Calloway County Fire-Rescue superintendents trailer, located
Unit firemen said that the door north of the electrical storage were Max Dowdy, Jim Johnson,
Bernard Steen, Ed Jennings,
was standing open and flames trailer which was burned.
Jim Wilkinson, Jerry Edwards,
pouring out when they arrived
Futrell said that the vandals Ronnie Barnett, Mike Farley,
Sunday night.
tore down a door inside the Jim Green, Ran Stout, Ron
Gordon Meeks, the electrical trailer, ripped up several sets of Stout, Bud Miller and Charles
contractor from Paducah, said plans, tore the telephone off the Tubbs.

UAW, General Motors
Reach Tentative Pact
UNOCCUPIED HOME BURNS—This unoecupied home belonging to Larry Brisendine and located
In the southeast section of Calloway County burned early Saturday morning. Calloway County FireRescue was called at 1:10 a.m. by a neighbor, Wallace Taylor, on the stateline road. The house was
finished outside, but interior work on the small frame house was not complete. Nothing was saved as
the borne was completely afire before being discovered

Materials Shortages Threaten
Coal Slowdowns In Kentucky
FRANKFORT,Ky.(AP) — A
mining executive says shortages of diesel fuel, explosives
and roof bolts threaten a slowdown or stoppage of coal production in Kentucky at a critical time.
Robert Gable, board chairman of Stearns Coal & Lumber
Cp., said the problems are arising just as the nation is turning
back to coal as a primary energy source.
He said his firm, one of the
oldest coal mining operations in
the state, has only one week's
supply of the metal roof bolts
that bolster ceilings while coal
is being removed underground.
Gable said surface miners
must have diesel fuel for their
bulldozers and steam shovels,
plus a type of explosive used

outdoors which is in extremely ing to have to have a long-term
short supply. The explosive commitment, not rely on the
used underground is a different hope of getting a temporary
break. He can't take that risk."
kind.
Gable, a former state parks
Gable said the state coal incommissioner, said in an inter- dustry can increase output conview that Kentuckians are mis- siderably in the long run, but
taken if they believe "someone that only strip miners can do it
can wave a magic wand" and fairly quickly.
change the coal outlook overHe said there is the question
night.
of obtaining additional railroad
He indicated that even gov- cars to haul extra coal to marernmental easing of anti-pollu- kets.
tion standards to allow burning
"How are we going to do this
of high sulfur coal is not that when we don't have enough
much of a boon to the industry. cars to haul it presently?" he
"It will have the advantage said.
of not closing down certain
Gable indicated the recent
mines, but it will not open or state 4-per-cent serverance tax
re-open additional mines," he on coal production poses no
said.
major problem, at least while
"If a man is going to put $10
(See Coal, Page 12)
million in a coal mine he's go-

Football League as "the comeback team of 1973" because it
won five straight games after
opening the season with one
win and three losses. Perhaps,
he mused to a Macon audience,
he should talk to Falcon coach
Norm Van Brocklin "and find
out how they did it."
Although the Macon stop produced a sometimes-noisy demonstration by several hundred
An Egyptian soldier was dling during the first stages of
young people who chanted for killed when Israeli and the
October war when Egypt Ian
resignation or impeachment, Egyptian soldiers exchanged tanks
and men stormed a( ross
the large crowds of Georgians small arms fire along the Suez the Suez Canal and raptured the
generally
who turned out were
Canal early today, the Israeli eastern bank
friendly,lf far less enthusiastic military command said. No
than most campaign gather- Israeli
The government announced
casualties
were
ings.
Sunday that the investigation
reported.
will be conducted by a five(See Nixon, Page 12)
A comman spokesman said a member commission and the
fire fight erupted near Ismailia findings will later be made pub—
on the western bank of the lic unless they are ruled milicanal and another near Ayun tarily sensitive.
At the same time, the EgypWednesday, turning colder Musa in the Sinai Desert near
Thursday. Chance of rain over the Gulf of Suez where he said tian war minister, Lt. Gen. Ali. mete Ismail;:geoid MS rfAYPtii10.
the 'state. Wednesdai "anti Egrplialt fieces..imere ryw
continuing in the east Thursday advance their positions. He military ,errors and misand Friday. lows Wednesday said the Egyptian was killed judgments helped illhe Israelis
and Thursday in the 40s and near Mt. Ataka on the western establish a foothold on the
Egyptian side of the canal durFriday in the Met Highs Wed- side of the canal.
Israel had said that it will ing the final days of the war.
nesday in the 6(as and Thursday
But he said the October war
and Friday in the upper 40s to begin a judicial probe into
charges of military mishan- succeeded in breaking the
low 50s.

WEATHER FORECAST
Considerable
cloudiness
through 'Tuesday. Chance of
rain 'ruesdai afternoon or
evening. High today and
Tuesday in the low Q1 mid 60s.
Low tonight in the mid to upper
40s.
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Calloway And Murray
Speech Teams Place
In Union Tournament
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Member of Associated Press

Rhonda Kay Ford of Mayfield
Route One became the second
traffic fatality of the Mayfield
Post Area of the Kentucky State
Police during the past week.
The little girl, age eight, was
fatally injured when she was hit
by car Sunday at 5:40 p.m. on
Highway 97 at Sedalia.
The other fatality reported by
the State Police was the death of
Joe Paul Willie of Benton who
was killed in a one car accident
in Calloway County Friday
night. This makes a total of 78
fatalities for this year in the
eleven county area, according
to Sgt. Walter Adcox of the
Mayfield Post.
Little Miss Ford is survived
by her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Johnny Webster Ford, grand-

One Section
Today

.sr-

Israel To Begin Probe Into
Charges Of Military Errors
Middle East stalemate and
changed the image of Egypt
and the Arabs as a whole. He
said that Egypt militarily was
in much better position on Oct.
22 -- the date of the first U.N.
cease-fire — than it was on
Oct. 6 when the war began.
Egypt has charged that Israel violated the cease-fire on
Oct. 22 and expanded its foothold on the western bank of the
canal prior to a second ceasefire on Oct. 24. Military experts
say that movement resulted in
of
tit*
3rd Army on the eastern bank
of the Suez Canal and of Suez
city on the southern tip of the
canal
The announcement of the Is(See Israel, Page 12)

DETROIT ( AP ) — The 31 of 146 local bargaining units
United Auto Workers and Gen- have reached agreements, aceral Motors Corp. reached ten- cording to GM.
tative agreement today on a
"We said prior to the national
new contract covering 415,000 negotiations, as well as during
workers.
them, that we did not think that
The settlement was achieved strikes of any kind are necesjust hours before the old pact sary," Mon-is said.
In Framingham, Mass., a
was to expire at 10 am. EST
and a series of "ministrikes" GM assembly plant closed
against individual GM plants down when workers walked off
was to begin. The agreement their jobs shortly after anconcludes UAW contract bar- nouncement of the tentative
gaining with the three major agreement. A union spokesman
automakers.
said the walkout resulted from
"Details of the tentative a lack of communications beagreement are being withheld tween the union local and its
pending a meeting of the un- national headquarters, There
ion's General Motors Council were no reports of similar
Tuesday, Nov. 27 in Detroit," walkouts elsewhere.
UAW President Leonard WoodThe settlement averted a
cock said in a statement.
planned series of ministrikes,
In his statement, Woodcock aimed at crippling GM producsaid both parties have agreed tion without a national walkout.
to continue terms of the 1970
Bargaining continued through
contract until ratification.
the weekend and into the early
GM Vice President George hours of today.
Morris indicated a national
Tony Zone, president of Local
agreement should be followed 1112 at the GM Vega plant in
by agreements at more than Lordstown, Ohio, said he re100 local bargaining units. Only ceived word of the settlement.

at 8:15 am. EST, less than two
hours before the contract was
to expire.
Negotiations continued through the night in an effort to
reach agreement before 10
a.m.,, when a series of
"ministrikes" against individual GM plants was expected to begin.
No details of the reported settlement were available immediately. The UAW represents
415,000 GM workers.
A spokesman for the union at
the Lordstovrn plant, one of
those listed to be hit with a
"ministrike," reported earlier
that the local had been told to
"hold tight" while talks continued here in the early morning
hours.
The union has said there will
be no national strike in the absence of an agreement, but a
series of ministrikes at scattered GM plants.
The union has not revealed
which other facilities might be
struck.

Construction Workers Rounded
Up By Greek Police, Soldiers
ATHENS (API — Police and
soldiers rounded up a number
of construction workers and
youths today and took them to
a temporary detention camp
set up in one of Athens' soccer
stadiums.
Some construction workers
took part in last week's student-led antigovernment demonstrations, and many stayed
off their jobs today. A number
of large construction sites in
the city were operating with
scores of workers missing.
Security police also were arresting leaders of construction
unions, reportedly blaming
them for their workers staying
off the job.
Tanks and soldiers in full
battle gear patrolled the main
squares of Athens and a military helicopter circled overhead orithe lookout for new antigovernment demonstrations.
Students heading for the
university were stopped for
'fdbntitk chticiti. 'Mott '160tf
them were taken to detention
centers, for questioning.
At a hastily called morning
news conference, government
spokesman Spyridon Zournatzis
said that 866 workers and

students, 150 of them women, soccer games and Greeks, dewere arrested during the street prived of their weekly sporting
fighting Friday night. He said events, stayed close to home
662 have been released.
throughout the day. The state
The government disclosed radio said five persons would
that nine were killed Friday be taken before a special milinight and four Saturday. The tary tribunal, which was set up
Athens medical examiner said after martial law was declared
six of the victims were
for violating the ban imposed
bystanders, including a 22-year on outdoor gatherings of more
old Norwegian woman and a 5- than five.
year-old Greek boy.
Martial law remained in
Some stores were closed force throughout the country altoday and many construction though the curfew was lifted in
workers were absent from their all but the two most populous
jobs, but the morning rush hour regions.
traffic was jammed as usual.
Markezinis took office last
Curious office
workers month as head of Greece's first
stopped briefly to gaze at the civilian cabinet since the 1967
tanks stationed at central army coup. President George
squares. Tropes stood guard Papadopoulos, the coup leader,
alongside police officers at gave Markezinis a mandate to
main thoroughfares.
steer Greece back toward deOn Sunday, Zournatzis mocracy.
But opponents, skeptical of
reiterated the position of
Premier Spyros Markenzinis, these claims, have taken to the
who
has
pledged
free streets contending that real deparliamentary elections in 1974. mocracy can only be restored
; • "Our alissioaIs to p.-epare the--aftvr the erm•Lerme of the Re,
nation for elections as soon as padopoulos regime.
possible after order
is
The violence came to a head
restored," Zournatzis told early Saturday when army
newsmen.
commandos and police put a
The government canceled the
(See Workers, Page 12)
complete slate of professional

-----
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Mrs. Blankenship
Guest Speaker For
WFC's Meeting

Mrs. Leon Adams Is
Hostess For Meet
Of Suburban Club
The Suburban Homemakers
Club met Monday, November
12, at seven p.m. in the home of
Mrs. Leon Adams, with the
meeting being called to order by
the president, Mrs. Holmes
Dunn. The devotion, taken from
Psalms 150, was read by Mrs.
Max Farley.
Each of the nine members
present answered the roll call
by naming her greatest
blessing. The minutes were
read and treasurer's report
given by Mrs. Prentice Dunn.
The president discussed the
Annual Day to be held
November 27 from ten a.m. to
two p.m. at the Murray
Woman's Club House, with Mrs.
A.C. LaFollette as the speaker.
Each club will have a display of
crafts and will furnish a model
for the style show. Mrs. Jack
Wilson and Mrs.,Itoy Hancock
will serve as hostesses for the
Suburban Club.
Mrs. Robert Hendon gave an
interesting lesson on the
alteration of slack patterns, and
gave some tips on getting a
better fit.
Mrs. Roy Hancock displayed
a beautiful Christmas Wreath
she had made from pine cones,
and also gave a report on the
arrangement of dried flowers in
shadow boxes.

MRS. FRED GINGLES, at organ, opened her home for the World Friendship Club meeting on
November 9, and discussed hoa to have a happy life by sharing her handcrafts and antiques and
playing her organ. Pictured, left to right, back row, Ola Mae Roberts, Cherry Corner, Dina Georgian,
Greece, This Olson and Hildegard Prather, Germany, Stella Lsaunde and Ruth Oluokun. Nigeria,
and front, Mine Coskuner, Turkey. Ngoc Qui Nguyen, Vietnam. Also present were Luz Marina
%alleges, Columbia, Sachiko Ferguson, Japan, Isabol Lopez, Spain, Thelma Warlord and Edith
Noffsinger, Murray, and Gracie Erain, Kirkses
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lor and about
Grandson Of Local Couple To Be Wed

Two guests present were Mrs.
Antsa Mahfoud and Mrs. Ellen
Mr. and Mrs. Dalton 0. Price
Bowen.
Jr. of Paducah announce the
The Club will meet on engagement
and approaching
December 15, at 6:00 p.m. in the marriage of their younger
home of Mrs. Prentice Dunn for daughter,
Ellen Kay, to Billy
the annual Christmas dinner, Grey Hurt
Jr. son of I. and
with the husbands as invited Mrs. Billy
Grey Hurt also of
guests.
Paducah.
Refreshments were served at
Miss Price is a 1970 graduate
the close of the meeting by Mrs.
of Lone Oak High School and
Maras and Mrs. Dunn.
will graduate from Murray
State University in May with a
bachelor of science degree in
speech and hearing. She is a
ODURItAlr
member of Alpha Omicron Pi
tin
°Rive
social sorority. Miss Price is the
1 P4
eatiF granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Robert E. Fuqua of Paducah
CLOSED TIL FRI. and
the late Mr. and Mrs. D.O.
Price.
FRI.-SAT.-SUN.
Mr. Hurt is a 1971 graduate of
Truman High School in InWalt Disney's
dependence, Mo. He is a junior
"Bedknobs &
theatre arts major at Murray
State University. He is serving
Broomsticks"
as president of Sock and Buskin
Plus "Perri" G ;
Drama Club and vice president
of Alpha Psi Omega, honorary
dramatic fraternity.
Mr. Hurt is the grandson of

•:fe,:;:$::::•refe,
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PAUL NEWMAN
THE MACKINTOSH MAN
=1111111111=1:=1
Holiday Merchandise
Just Arrived!!
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Sportswear

Long Dresses

lanten
Sizes 8.18
Act III
Sizes 8-18
Douglas Marc
Sizes 8-18
American Scene
Size 3-4 thru 17-18

Sizes 6-20
Mercury House

See Our

The WFC's (Wives & Fiancees of Cadets) met with the
Cadre wives in the lovely home
of Mrs. Peggy Hayden, on
Tuesday evening, November 6,
for their regular Monthly
meeting.
The guest speaker for the
meeting was Mrs. Jean
Blankenship, American Red
Cross Executive Secretary for
the Calloway County Chapter.
She brought an interesting talk
about the history of the
organization and explained how
it can be used and be of benefit
in military life. There was a
question and answer period held
after her talk.
A business session was
conducted by Chris Melton,
chairman. Edith Cunningham
gave a secretarial report and
Jan Cannon gave a treasurer's
report. Plans were discussed
for a Christmas potluck supper.
It was decided that it would be
held on December 7th.
Hostesses for the evening
were Denise Garrett, Marcia
Rutland, and Marsha Bogard.
Games and refreshments were
enjoyed by all.
Jan Cannon was selected as
WFC for the month of
November.
The WFC's will meet again on
Monday, November 19, at 7:30
p.m in the home of Chris
Melton.

Shoes
Sizes 5-11
Use Our
Lay-A way
Plan!

Sale Racks

Sportswear 1 Group Coats Dresses
Name- Brands

Town & Country
Dress Shop
ikours: 8:304:001304 Chestnut 753-8365j

Mr. and Mrs. Wilburn Hurt of
Murray and Mrs. Wallace T.
Harbison of Culman, Ala. and
the late Mr. Harbison.
The double-ring ceremony'
will be solemnized at 7:30 p.m.
Friday, Dec. 72 at Immanuel
Baptist Church in Paducah.

The United Methodist Women
of Bethel and Brooks Chapel
Churches met at Brooks Chapel
on
Thursday
evening,
November 1, for the regular
meeting.
Mrs. Janice Farris played the
piano for the opening song,
"Bringing In the Sheaves,"
sung by the group. Mrs. Lola
Jones, president, read the
scripture from Matthew 11:2830, and I 'Thessalonians 5: 18-18.
Prayer was led by Mrs.
Gladys Jones. The minutes
were read by Mrs. Auberna
Perkins and the treasurer's
report was given by Mrs.
Mamie Evans. The women
voted to send $25 to Western
State Hospital for Christmas.
New officers elected for the
coming year were Mrs. Maggie
Pruitt, president; Mrs. Lola
Jones, vice-president; Mrs.
Auberna Perkins, recording
secretary; Mrs. Mamie Evans,
treasurer; Mrs. Mabel Maddox,
Christian Social Relations;
Mrs. Gladys Jones, Christiarn
Education; Mrs. Janice Farris,
spiritual growth; Mrs. Bernice
Westerman, program material;
Mrs. Mettle Thomas, Mrs.
Monon Wilson, and Mrs.
Auberna Perkins, nominating
committee; Mrs. Janice Farris,
reporter.
Mrs. Auberna Perkins was in
charge of the program, read
two verses of the 92nd Psalm,
and talked on "The First
l'hanksgiving."
Those taking part were: Mrs.
Bernice Westerman, "God
Makes Man An Offer:" Mrs.
Janice Farris, poem, "Let Us
Give Thanks;" Mrs. Mabel
Maddox,'Thanksgiving Should
Be Everyday."
Mrs. Mamie Evans closed
with prayer. 'They then joined
the Methodist Men for refreshments in the social hall.
The next meeting will be held
on December 6 at Bethel
Church. Sunshine friends will be
revealed and names drawn for
another year.

By Abigail Van Buren

What are brined pickles?
Sometimes they are called
fermented picicles — they go
through a curing process of
about three weeks. Dilled
cucumbers and sauerkraut
belong in this group. Other
vegetables, such as green
tomatoes, may also be cured
Vi Ara same. way. A .omen.
hers A brine is 8 strong saltwater solution.

Raw milk?
ft is dangerous to health Is

use maw milk, iccordin, to
the U.S. department of gricWture.

Murray Vocational
FBLA Chapter Meets

WATER WEIGHT

E-LIM

"SCALAWAG"

Unsanitary kitchen has
her leery of cooked gifts

What's brine?

Children's Association will
7:30 p.m. at the Mental
Murray Chapter, National meet at
Health Center.
Secretaries Association
The executive board of the
will meet at seven p.m. on the
second floor of the Calloway Kirksey School PTA will meet
County Court House with Nat at the home of Mrs Joe ThornRyan Hughes as guest speaker. ton at 1:30 p.m.
Senior citizens will have
Ladies of the Oaks Country activities starting at ten a.m at
Club will have a general the Ellis Centter.
meeting at seven p.m. at the _
club. New officers will be inThe Betty Sledd Mission
stalled.
group of Memorial Baptist
Church will meet at the home of
Recovery, Inc., will meet at Mrs. Guy Cunningham, 2002
the Murray Mental Health Gatesboro, at seven p.m.
Center at seven p.m.
Coffee for Murray and
Senior recital of Keith Sperry, Calloway County ministers will
clarinet, Goose Creek, S.C., will be held at the Calloway County
be at 8:15p.m. in the recital hall Public Library from ten to Ever So Gentle
of the Fine Arts Building Annex, eleven a.m.
When mixing ground beef
MSU.
with other ingredients for
meat loaf, be ever so gentle.
The WFC's will meet in the
Combine the mixture thorhome of Chris Melton, 202
oughly, yet lightly to insure a
College Courts, at 7:30 p.m.
light texture and juiciness.
The Murray Vocational In shaping the loaf, press
Tuesday, November 20
School Chapter of FBLA held its lightly or pat rather than
The Coldwater Homemakers regular monthly meeting, packing solidly or spanking.
Club will meet at the home of November
13, with President
Mrs. Dewey Bazzell at 12:30 Sharon
Darnell presiding.
p.m.
Committee chairmen gave
The Dorothy Group of the their reports and moneyprojects
were
First
Baptist
Church making
PROBLEM?
Women will meet at the home of discussed. Members of the
us'
Mrs. Durwood Beatty at ten Chapter voted to make candles
to sell December 1, downtown in
a.m.
front of the Western Auto Store.
The Acteens of the First The members voted
to select a
Excess water in the body can
Baptist Church will meet at the local child
and give him or her a
be uncomfortable, E-UM will
home of Mrs. Edgar Shirley,
help you lose excess water
Christmas gift.
1719 Holiday Road, at six p.m.
weight. West HOLLAND
Twenty-three members were
for their first stop on their
DRUG STORE recommend it.
present with the sponsors, Mrs.
progressive dinner and book Martha
Only $1.50
Crawford and Mrs.
study.
Brenda Nix.
Murray Assembly No, 19
Order of the Rainbow for Girls
will meet at the Masonic Hall at
Starts Thanksgiving
seven p.m.
CINEMAS
The Christian Women's
The Irma r Moro
G
Fellowship of the First
Christian Church will meet in
CINEMA I - Now Showing- CINEMA 2
the church library at one p.m.
with Dr. Joseph Rose as the
WWIISTRIVE?
guest speaker.
11111111112
Monday, November 19

CENTRAL

Methodist Women Of
Bethel And Brooks
Chapel Hold Meet

DEAR ABBY. How does one discourage someone.(a
relativea from sending cookies cakes: homemade preserves, and other goodies on any and all occasions' [Especially Thanksgiving and Christmas.]
This person is a dear and generous soul, but her kitchen is far from clean, she has a houseful of small dogs
running arotmd, and her place smells like a kennel
I know she spends a lot of time and energy [lot to
mention the cost of the ingredients] on these things, and we
Just throw them out. I suppose it wouldn't kill us to eat
these gifts, but I get a mental picture of that filthy kitchen
and all those dogs licking the cookie dough off her fingers,
and that does it. Any suggestions?
WEAK STOMACH IN W. VA.
DEAR WEAK: You could tell her you're counting sour
calories Baal everybody?' and to please help you resist
temptation by ceasing and desisting.
DEAR ABBY We are the parents of six adult children.
When our youngest was a senior in college we moved to a
retirement community, hoping to make a new life for ourselves. Our two youngest moved in with us—temporarily,
they said. That was two years ago, and they are still with
We couldn't afford a very large place, so we are very
crowded. Not only that, but we still don't have the leisure
life I had looked forward to
Abby, how do you tell two grown children to get out on
their own? I would like to set a specific date—like next
Monday.
My husband doesn't have the courage to tell the boys to
leave, but he feels the same as I. What's the answer? How
do other parents handle this delicate situation?
Perhaps I should mention these boys are nonpaying
guests_
GOOD OLD MOM
DEAR MOM: Say. "John and Jim" [unless, of course,
their names are Bob and Tom "it's time you left the nest.
an spread your wisgs and take off."
DEAR ABBY: I read a letter in your column from
"FRIGHTENED," who was upset because the oil man she
invited in for coffee made a pass at her. You told her most
men whose jobs took them into homes were straight, and
didn't try that. Well, I used ,o think so, too, but not anymore.
When we were living in town I let a guy who was
working on the house next door come in because he asked
me for a glass of water. Well, the baby started crying and
when I went into his room to check on him, this bum
followed me and tried to get funny, but I got away from
him. I called up the company he worked for and reported
him.
Later we bought a mobile home and once when my
husband was out of town I had sewage trouble so I asked
the man we rented the space from if he would fix it. Well,
he fixed it, and then tried to fix me, too, and I had andther
battle on my hands.
I am 24 and happily married, and I'd like to know why
these creeps always pick on me? Or are all men sex
LEARNED A LESSON
maniacs?

SWAMP REMO IOU We

The Music Department of the
Murray Woman's Club will
meet at the club house at 7:30
p.m. with Mesdames Garnett
Jones, Kathy Elliott, John
Thompson, James Kline, Joe
Dick, Allen Rose Miss Rebecca
Dublin, and Carole Hahn as
hostesses.
Murray TOPS Club will meet
at the Health Center at seven
p.m.
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SUPERSTAR GIFT SPECIALS!
SALE ENDS SATURDAY

20% OFFEEs
on Singer sewing machines

The New STYLIST*
STRETCH-STITCH sewing
machine with carrying case
Save almost $001 A just-introduced model with 6 built-in
stitches, a new self-threading$
take-up lever that eliminates
eyelet-threading fuss, and,a
new smooth -flow fabric feed
system Plus the exclusive Reg.
Singer' front drop-in bobbin.
pushbutton reverse control,
and morel

1J7995
a

FASHION MATE* zig-zag
sewing machine with carrying case
Features the exclusive Singer' front drop-in
presser feet, bobbin overwind prevention Model bobbin. snap-on
257/575.

SALE
$8800
Reg. 5109.95

Beautiful Holiday Fabrics Now in Stock!

THREAD and ZIPPERS
With Purchase of Material

/
7 2 Price

BEAUTIFUL WINTER

POLYESTER DOUBLE KNIT
sn 88'

New Winter Patterns and_ Woo._
Prebiezast Teal Is baler It yes pit It
Per ANIL
For a personal reply. mite to ABBY: Box No. OM,L. A.,--Calif. WM. Enclose .taped. sell-wildresood envelope,
pleaseFor Abby's new booklet, "What Teeo-Agers Want to
ILanw." send SI to Abigail Van Buren, 132 Lasky Dr., Bev oily Ms. Cal. 111212.
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Calloway County Retarded

DEAR LEARNED: Don't judge all men by the two
creeps who gave you a bad time. The lesson you learned.
however, is one that all women should Nears: Take nc
chances with strangers!
CONFIDENTIAL TO "SO IN LOVE IN GAINESVILLE":
Whether he is married or not is beside Or psi*. se SAID
he was, which means be wants to end the romantic banstlre•
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Defrosting Frozen Assets
Freezing beef offers an opportunity to take advantage
of specials at the market.
Cooking these frozen beef assets is easy. Beef can be defrosted in the refrigerator
prior to cooking or during the
cooking time. Defrosted roasts
require the same time as
fresh cuts, while frozen roasts
1 2 more time to
need 1,3 to /
attain the degree of doneness
desired. The extra time required for broiling frozen
steaks varies with the surface
area of the cut, the thickness
and broiling temperature.
Thick frozen steaks should be
placed farther from the heat
they won't brown too much
oil the outside before attaining desired doneness inside

Yd.

We have a Credit Plan designed to lit yotir budget
We also have a liberal trade-in policy

Murray Sewing Center

APPACNE D 6080,0 0( Al A

753-5323
A

Bel Air Shopping Center
A

trademark or THE SINGER C,-,r„,r,ANN
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LET OUR NEW MEAT IDENTITY PROGRAM
MAKE YOU A BMER MEAT SHOPPER

Ar and about

FOR TUESDAY,NOVEMBER 20, 1973
Look in the section in which SCORPIO
Oct. 24 to Nov. 22)
your birthday comes and find
Delmonico Steak
what your outlook is, according
Mars in somewhat adverse
Shun contentious
position.
the
stars.
to
,
Boneless Rtb Eye Stear
matters, unscrupulous persons,
ARIES
• risky and untried ventures.
Mar. 21 to Apr. 20)
Fillet Steak
Stars now promise benefits SAGITTARIUS
from past efforts as well as ( Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
Spencer Steak .
surprising developments — and
The position of Jupiter enachievement — in recently courages well-organized moves,
Beauty Stea'
stagnant areas.
but you will need all your
TAURUS
resourcefulness to straighten
( Apr. 21 to May 21)
out a few kinks before "taking
Mixed influences, mixed off.''
possibilities. How you react to CAPRICORN
opposition and unexpected I Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) Idg
obstacles will tell the tale.
Curb a tendency toward
GEMINI
inertia, lackadaisical action.
to demonstrate example of how
( May 22 to June 21)
MEAT BOARD home economist Terry Marley uses Rib Eye Steak
Stress self-discipline. Current
the meat counter. The label
Especially favored now: matters need further study.
Uniform Meat Identity Standards Program ran reduce confusion at
second,
(Beef);
meat
of
species
the
first,
showing
travel,
,
communications,
illustrates new uniform method of identification
Some trends changing.
retail cut was derived (Rib); and
meetings of purpose. Earnings
the primal area—or so-called wholesale cut—from which the
Eye
Rib
Beef
a
as
AQUARIUS
labeled
be
of
will
any
cut
through
the
Thus,
increased
Steak).
be
can
(Eye
name
retail
d
finally, the recommende
( Jan 21 to Feb. 19)
a Boneless Rib Eye steak some these avenues.
Steak wherever it is sold rather than a Delmonico steak In one place,
Be flexible, but not easily
across the nation, or even across CANCER
place else, or a Fillet, Spencer or Beauty steak in still other stores
turned by every wind that
23)
July
to
22
June
)
the street.
An auspicious day. Seek blows; eager to take new steps
solutions to pending problems forward, but not at the cost of
through conferences, consulting future losses or setbacks.
Be :concise and ef- PISCES
experts.
sold
lamb
and
pork
different
beef,
veal,
in
shoppers
identity
meat
meat
new
uniform
A
stepping on 1Feb. 20 to Mar. 20) )(
without
ficient
United
the
in
throughout
stores
even
or
country
labeling program to reduce sections of the
said. And, anyone's toes.
shopper confusion at the meat in different stores in the same States," Mr. Troud
Get another's point of view
once the program gets un- LEO
counter has been announced by city."
making final decisions.
before
23)
Aug.
to
24
With the Meat Board derway, it will be the same iJuly
be pleasantly surmay
the National Live Stock and
You
few
a
You may encounter
spearheading and coordinating name wherever the product is
prised at the new perspectives
Meat Board.
Remain
situations:
baffling
David H. Stroud, Meat Board the program, an Industrywide purchased in the United States. undisturbed,
neither you gain.
President, called the new Meat Identification Standrads It's expected to be well in gear overanxious nor careless. Avoid
standardized meat identity Committee worked for two by the beginning of 1974."
excesses and extremes.
YOU BORN TODAY are an
program "an appropriate years developing the project,
He said that, with a few ex- VIRGO
extremely independent and
‘
WP
in
launched
officially
ceptions, the basis for the cut (Aug. 24 to Sept. 23)
voluntary industry response to which was
determined individual, amthe consumer's 'right-to-know' mid-September. The Corn- name will be its anatomical
Satisfactory gains indicated bitious and willing to work hard
what she is buying. Its primary mittee combed through more location in the carcass.
through carrying on with to achieve worthwhile obTo assist shoppers further, present operations but day will jectives. In occupational
purpose is to reduce the con- than 1,000 commonly .used
fusing variety of names—many names and came up with a charts showing the carcass, the not be good for starting new matters, you usually rebel at
primal ( or wholesale) cuts and ventures.
tedium and details but, once you
of which are regional, 'fanciful' master list of about 300.
LIBRA
cut
potentially
retail
"There is now one single, the location of each
develop system — which may
even
or
parbe posted in all
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) An!' require the help of others — you
misleading—which confront definitive name for each cut of will
You may now expect a adapt admirably. You are a
ticipating stores. There is also
approach from born leader but have a tendency
'different'
other in-store explanatory
real surprise. The to be ruthless at times. Curb
material including an in- others; also a
you meet these this trait since, needlessly, it
formative booklet for customer manner in which
great bearing on can bring you many enemies.
have
will
the
and
pick-up. The charts
You are highly versatile and
cookery ultimate aims.
provide
booklet
could succeed in any of the
recommendations for each cut
following fields: the law,
of meat.
literature,
statesmanship,
In addition, retailers are
interior decorating, fashion
Published at:
being encouraged to put cooking
design or, in the business world,
1505 Stadium View Drive, Murray, Ky.
instructions, along with meat
as head of a large corporation.
Editor: MONA PURD0h1
cut identification, on the weightMANY THANKS
price labels.
"We see the meat identity
— To the women of the University Church of Christ for
A December 29 wedding is
program as a project which will being planned by Miss Susan
bringing us birthday cakes, birthday devotionals and
help consumers get maximum Saunders, daughter of Mr. and
"themselves" to help us celebrate brithdays each
benefit from their meat dollars Mrs. Fred A. Saunders of
month.
and also make maximum use of Chattanooga, Tenn., and
a greater variety of meat cuts," Charles Edward Woodroof, son
—To another group of "Ole Faithfuls", the Murray
Stroud noted. "The more they of Mr. and Mrs. Clarence
Christian Fellowship. They will just never know how
know about where the cut Edward Woodroof of Nashville,
much we look forward to their songs and smiles each
Friday afternoon.
comes from and how to handle it Tenn.
and cook it, the better shoppers
The bride-elect is the grandthey will be.
--To the Union Grove Church of Christ for the refreshdaughter of Mrs.Lillian Harris
ments, inspirational, devotional and songs each month.
"In the area of ,meat prices and the late D.R. Ftedmon of
and meat supplies there are Paris, Tenn., and of the late Mr.
To Mark Young for the magazines.
negative forces—both natural and Mrs. Rufus Saunders of
and man-made — which can Murray.
—To the Hickory Grove Church of Christ for the lovely
have a detrimental effect on the
She graduated from Tyner
movement of meat from farm High School in Chattanooga in
devotional in slides each Tuesday evening.
and ranch to table," he con- 1972 and attended Middle
—To Alpha Omecron Pi Sorority for their visit and
tinued. "But in the area of Tennessee State University. She
delightful music.
consumer needs at the meat is employed by Hunnicutt and
counter the industry itself can Associates in Chattanooga.
--To the Sigma Alpha Iota Music Fraternity from MSU
exert positive pressures to help
The prospective groom's
for the Music and laughter they share with us each
th consumer. This program is grandparents are Mr. and Mrs.
Wednesday afternoon.
one example of that positive Jack Benson of Nashville and
approach
Mrs. Edna Butner and Herbert
To Mrs. Reichmuth and her 8th grade class for their
Woodroof.
visit, the fruit baskets,and the Thanksgiving door
He is a 1972 graduate of
decorations for each resident.
Overton High in Nashville, is
now a sophomore at MTSU and
—To Dixie Cream Donut shop for the Sunday afternoon
a part time employee of
snacks.
Roadway Truck Lines in Nashville.
—To Nancy Harrell and her group for the cup-cakes
and candy.

New Meat Identity Program Now Being Formed

FERN

GAZETTE TERRACE

Susan Saunders And
Charles Woodroof
To Be Married

Parents Assist
In Observance
At Robertson

)0
1.95

"The greatest use of life is to spend it for something
that will outlast it."—William James.
OUR THANKSGIVING PRAYER
Eternal God, who has been our dwelling place in all
generations, unto Thee we lift our hearts in gratitude
and praise. We thank Thee for life and all that supports
it. We thank Thee for those who came before us whose
vision of Thee has lighted our path and whose service
to Thee has become our heritage
We thank Thee for friends who kindle our minds and
warm our hearts, for those near to us and dear who
share our sorrows whose love never fails, and by
whose coming our lives have been gladdened and
enriched.
We thank Thee for Thy inestimable gift of Jesus Christ
our Lord , and for the church through which He carries
on His work for our salvation.
Look with Thy great compassion upon all men
everywhere,and most especially upon them that are in
greatest need.; that.-putting their trast in Thee, they
may have faith to uphold them and strength to sustain
them, and through Jesus Christ, our Lord.

)MPANY
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Parents from the ParentTeacher Association of the
Robertson Elementary School
participated in the observance
of Children's Book Week with a
series of skits presented to the
assembled classes at 15oth
Carter
and
Robertson
Elementary Schools.
Favorite storybook characters, as well as the many
sources of information and
enjoyment that can be found in
the
school's
elementary
Library-Media Center, were
by
costumed
presented
characters.
Special projects to stimulate
the knowledge and interests of
the children in learning how and
where to find materials are part
of the program being carried on
in the Library-Media Center.
Volunteer aides work each day
in the Center with Mrs. Ruth
Pasco, the Library-Media
Specialist.
Parents who participated in
Book Week obthe
servance were: Mrs,Paul Kurz,
Mrs. Donald Burchfield, Mrs.
Larry Contri, Mrs. Gene
Geurin, Mrs. Harold Hurt, Mrs.
James Parks, Mrs. Donald
Brock, Mrs. John Hutson, Mrs.
Dick George, Mrs. Larry
Mayfield, and Mrs. Donald
Burke.

SENIOR CITIZENS of Murray and Calloway County will have a bazaar on Friday, November 30,
from seven to nine p.m. and Saturday, December 1, from nine a.m. to five p.m. at the Communit)
Room of the Murray Federal Savings and Loan. Shown here are just a few of items made by the
senior group to be sold at the bazaar. Proceeds will be used for projects of the citizens group.

Ruth Warren Leads
Program At Baptist
Women's Meeting
The Baptist women of Sinking
Spring Church met at the
church on Monday night for
their Royal Service program.
Ruth Warren, chairman
conducted the business and also
followed with the program.
Plans were made to assist
with the Thanksgiving dinner to
be held at the Baptist Student
Center for the International
students.
Mary Belle Jones led the
opening prayer. Those taking
part on program were Mary
Kathryn Starks, Mildred
Crawford, Betty Lockhart,
Juanita Collins, Frances
Paschall, and Linda Cooper.
The song "Hope of the World
was played by pianist, Juanita
Collins. The closing prayer was
led by Mrs. Gladys Williamson.
A social hour was enjoyed
with refreshments being served
by Betty Lockhart and Ruth
Warren.
Other members present were
Ora Kuykenclall, Hattie Lee
Galloway, Mary Turner and
Lorene Owens.

Scholl Casuals...
. the she a woniart,
caftliie witk,
Smartly styled to flatter the feminine foot'
. . . comfortably. Scho-Peds from
Scholl. Beautifully supple glove
ieathers:-Soft-stepping soies.
Relaxingly firm support.
Feeling great and
loo ing good!

Scholl
Colors:
Red Blue
Green Brown

Adams
Shoe Store
Court Square — Murray
- 11gt
i."-`44.*
1;41
-
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COUPON SAVINGS
Men's or Ladies 2-Piece Pant

SUITS.,n
I ""

Reg. 11.70 ea.

Bring any number. You must present this
coupon when you bring your cleaning to
Boone's Cleaners.
Coupon Good Thru
Nov. 30, 1973

No one knows today's knits,
blends and exotic fibers like
your Sanitone Drycleaner.
That's us.
Were well schooled in the
gentle art of caring for and
treating your finest fabrics.
So you'll always look great.
And your knits and blends
will always be fresh, clean,
trouble free. And last longer.

COUPON SAVINGS

SKIRTS Plain
ea.

6.91

Bring any number. You must present this
coupon when you bring your cleaning to
Boone's Cleaners.
Coupon Good Thru
Nov. 30, 1973

SAVINGS

::OATS
UP
'
LOC

Sy
Barbara Jewel
TRY THIS FLOWEh
ON FOR SIZE
1 kre's a flower that you can
icy on for size—the Lady Slipper.
'this is a member of the Orchid
family and grows from the Dakotas eastward to the Atlantic
(tcan. There arc several species, including the Pink Lady
Slipper, the Showy Lady Slipper,
the Yellow Lady Slipper, and the
Northern Lady Slipper.
The Lady Slipper gains its
nanie hum the fact that its flow, r resembles a shoe, similar to a
baby's bootee or an Indian maccasin. In fact, one species of the
flower is balled Moccasion Flower.
A beautiful way to remember
a friend is with a floral tribute.
Flowers can help soften the terrible tragedy of losing a loved
one. Only the finest flowers are
selected for our floral arrange-ha-41Z'MOW O1tr tatpart-Mal
final gesture of love.

VOGUE,
advertised in
,
As
'S BAZAAR
GLAMOUR,HARPERESQUIRE,
,
MADEMOISELLE
ILLUSTRATED.
and SPORTS

$ 09

ea.

BOONE'S
Bring any number. You must present this
coupon when you bring your cleaning to
Boone's Cleaners.
Coupon Good Tbni
Nov. 30, 1973

Available At All Boone's 6
Convenient Locations

13th & Main
6th & Poplar
5 Points

I

(I)

Bring any number. You must present this
coupon when you bring your cleaning to
Boone's Cleaners.
Coupon Good Thru
973
30, 11
)
Nov.c
:
mIZM
M
11141
0

"The Cleaners Interested In You's
12th at Poplar St.
7334100

Plain —

j)

North 12th
Story Ave.
993 Mails
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'BIG OIL MAN FROM Al- AS KA

National
Bible Week
"A house divided against itself must fall," said
Abraham Lincoln in another time of national travail.
That President Lincoln was quoting the Gospels
directly goes largely unnoticed.
Salesmen for generations have brought expensive
gold-stamped Bibles to the doorsteps of the
deceased, collecting exorbitant prices from
bereaved widows for books they believe to have
been ordered by their late husbands.
And the conservationists have found that the Bible
spoke knowingly of the transgressions of man: "I
brought you into a plentiful country to eat the fruit
and the goodness thereof; but when ye entered, ye
defiled my land and made mine heritage an
abominations."
The point is that the Bible continues to be a
secular, political and ethical guide unlike any other
in history. It has been an indispensible part of the
educated man for centuries. It has permeated the
speech and thought patterns of the English-speaking
world until it is used by great leaders and hucksters
alike, both to good effect.
Millions of Americans grew up in hardscrabble
homes which contained only one book—the Bible.
Millions more of the young spent many a Sabbath
morning in competitions to see which could turn
most quickly to particular Bible verses.
The literary power of the Psalms have shaped and
molded the thought processes of the Englishspeaking world for hundreds of years. It is mlpossible to imagine a world from which the Bible's
ethical values were removed.
Johann Gutenberg, the inventor of printing in
Europe, devoted much of his life to putting the Bible
into a prillted book. Along with other German
burgers of his time,he understood from the first that
this would be the most fantastic reading material of
all lime.
So have printers down through the ages understood the universal appeal of the Bible. It can be
purchased between cedar covers on the Way of the
Cross in Jerusalem, in a hippie version rewritten on
a South Georgia collective farm, or in a hundred
other versions at any bookseller's.
But it is not for its commercial values or its many
latter-day forms that the Bible is held dear to both
those who have faith in its veracity and those who
hold it to contain literary power despite their lack of
faith.
The quality which binds the world to the Bible is its

sudden flashes of revealed truth and its
philosophical insights. "Thy word is a lamp unto my
feet, and a light unto my path."
National Bible Week, which began November 18,
is an appropriate time to recall that this is a pathfinder for those who wonder how the nation and the
world can return to high ethical values.

Ten Years Ago Today

Oh, you should have seen
Ambassador Jones present the
new redistricting plan for the
city of Murray at the last
council meeting. He did an
outstanding job in making a
clear cut and lucid presentation. In fact, he did such a
good job that the proposal of the
committee to divide the city into
more wards, was adopted with
no discussion.
As you know, the city is now
divided into two wards, Ward A,
north of Main Street and Ward
B, south of Main Street. For the
next election, there will be four
wards with approximately 1200
registered voters in each of the
four wards.

ulizoif6r^

• Isn't it The Truth!
by Carl Riblet Jr.
The philosophical cynic holds these things to be
evident: rich men have no faults, heiresses are
always beautiful , presidents would rather be right
And Hell will freeze over some day, too
"A cynic is one who knows the price
of everything and the value of
nothing."
—Oscar Wilde
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You will still vote for twelve
city councilmen as you did this
year, regardless of the ward in
which you may reside or in
which the candidate may
reside.
The three top vote getters in
each of the four wards will
compose the next city council.

L Copley

News SOrlit

SENSING THE NEWS
By Anthony Harrigan
UTAH: THE UNIQUE STATE
SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH—
No one fully understands the
intellectual and spiritual
dimensions of America until he
has visited Utah. "This is the
place," Brigham Young, leader
of the Mormons, said on a July
afternoon in 1847 as the first
settlers entered the Salt Lake
Valley. The monument to the
settlement party tells the story
of the great trek made by the
members of the Church of Jesus
Christ of Latter Day Saints. It is
a moving account of heroic
enterprise, courage and vision.
I have seen only one monument
that compares ot it—and,
strangely, the story it tells is in
many
ways similar—the
monument at Pretoria, South
Africa, to the Boer settlers who
made their Great Trek acroes

U.S.-Chinese
Offices Function
As Embassies

Pvt. Leland Lawrence is nearing completion of a
16 weeks training cycle with a unit of the 6th Armored Division at Fort Leonard Wood, Mo.
Deaths reported are Mrs. Ida Ross, age 80; who
died yesterday at the Murray Hospital, and Wallis
Wells, age 90, who died today at his home near Five
Points.
Bro. Royce Cruce, pastor of West Fork Baptist
Church, will be the speaker at the Baptist Youth
Rally at Cherry Corner Baptist Church.
S.V. Foy, B.H. Dixon, B.W. Edmonds, Holmes
Edmonds Holmes
Ellis, Marvin Hill, E.B.
G.W. Edmonds, Mrs. Otis Workman, and Mr. and
Mrs. C.O. Bondurant, all of Calloway County, attended the Kentucky Convention of the Farm
Bureau at Louisville.

Agree Or Not
I Say What I Think
ik7 S. C. VAN CURON

By James C. Williams

Rev. Thomas E. Adams, son of Mr and Mrs. Ed
Adams of Murray, has accepted the pastorate of
First Baptist Church, Johnson City, Ill,
Mrs. Birtie Mae Turner. age 57, formerly of
Calloway County, died yesterday at the ClintonHickman, County Hospital.
Miss Chloe Gifford, former president of the International Federation of Women's Clubs, will be the
§peaker at the meeting of the Home Department of
WASHINGTON (AP) — U.S.
the Murray Woman's Club on November 21.
and Chinese liaison offices in
Mrs. W.W. Lyle of Goshen. W. Va., has been the Peking and Washington are
guest of her daughter, Mrs. W.J. Pitman and family. taking on new functions that

20 Years Ago Today

Seen&Heard
Around
Murray

make them virtually full embassies, although there is no
formal diplomatic recognition
between the two countries.
In time, the distinction between liaison offices and embassies will fade away, according to high State Department
officials.
This is one oY the major consequences of the latest round of
talks between Secretary of
State Henry A. Kissinger and
Premier Chou En-tat in Peking
this week. The arrangement appears to temporarily sidestep
the difficult problem of Peking
requiring the U.S. to drop its
old ally, the Republic of China
on Taiwan, in order to do business with the Peoples Republic
of China.
The Chinese liaison office in
Washington has been preparing
to greatly expand its presence
here to handle trade and consular matters. A real estate
deal is in the final stages of
completion for the acquisition
of the 320-room Windsor Park
Hotel on fashionable Connecticut Avenue overlooking
Rock Creek Park. The price for
the hotel is reputed to be in the
vicinity of Pi million.
Originally, the American liaison office in Peking numbered
about 30 persons and the Chinese group here was about the
same size.
But the flood of American applications for visas to visit
China put strains on the liaison
office here that it could not
quirkty. process without ..conre
help.

the African wilderness.
Utah is a unique place, a
special part of America. It was
designed as a theocratic state.
And while the New Zion envisioned by Birtham Young was
not to become the State of
Deseret, as intended, the mark
of Utah's founders and their
faith is strong on the life of this
land of canyons and salt desert.
Utah is decorous, industrious
and clean in a way no other
state can boast.
This vast state with its high
mountains and arid lands,
seems destined by nature to be
isolated from many of the
trends of American life. Indeed,
the first Mormon settlers must
have been struck with its
similarities to the Dead Sea and
the surrounding arid lands
portrayed in the
Old
Testament.
The well-populated part of
Utah is a strip of land at the foot
of the Wasatch Mountain
rampart, a region where the
desert has been made to bloom.
Brigham Young colonized this
area, establishing scores of
towns. Beyond this narrow
strip, approidrnately 150 miles
long, lies a state largely empty
but for sheep and scattered
ranch houses. This is a state of
lonely splendor, but it also is a
state of enormous underground
wealth.
Since the 18608, Utah has been
a major mining state. It is a
treasure house of minerals and
fuel, with vast resources including golf, silver, uranium,
coal, lead, zinc, copper, iron, oil
and gas. The Salt Lake area, an
eerie, lunar landscape, contains
the greatest concentration of
nonferrous metal smelting in
the world. Brine from the lake is
nr.oceyed for mangesium
chloride. The copper mine in
Bingham Canyon produced onethird of all the copper used by
the allies in World War II. It
has yielded' more copper than
any mine in history.
But the enormous mineral
production of Utah may be
overshadowed by the state's
huge coal resources as the
nation gets deeper into _an
energy -deficient position.
Utah's coal reserves have been
estimated at 27.8 billion tons,
with 13.9 billion easily
recoverable. If Utahns mined
six million tons a year, the
state's coal would last over 2,300
years. Moreover, the coal is of
the type that is much sought
after in this era of strict
pollution controls. This was first
appreciated in the 1980s when
plans were made to build the
world's largest coal-fed electric
power generating plant on the
Utah side of Lake Powell.
This plant was designed to
meet the energy needs of a city
the size of New York. But this is
only the Aregiattift4i, When coal
gasification processes are

Bible Thought For Today
Fight the good fight of faith.-1 Timothy
6:12.

Life is a battle. The one question left for me to
decide is, Will I fight or the right or the wrong side
in the battle of life.

?)

perfected, Utah may provide
energy for much of the country.
Not all the energy will be for
export, of course, as Utah is
bound to be increasingly attractive to industry. At a time
when
American
worker
productivity is lagging, with
hurtful effects on the competitiveness of U.S. products,
Utahns are noted for their industriousness. This is a state of
individualists who believe in
education and hard work.
An increase in the size of
Utah's industrial base would not
damage the environment, for
this huge state has a population
of only a little over a million. It
is a state of desert and mountain,canyon and bluff, with only
a thin network of access roads.
Indeed, the surrounding area—
the eight mountain states of the
West—has only 8.3 million
people, or 4 per cent of the U.S.
population. The region can
undergo tremendous industrial
growth without endangering its
natural beauty.
Utah is equated with one of
the great adventures of
American faith. The state's
adventuring has not ended,
however. Utah, like the other
mountain states, beckons
because of its combination of
natural beauty and underground wealth—and relative
emptiness. As crow(14ig in
the natiti's coastal cities
becomes more oppressive, and
creates a moral climate
distasteful to orderly, industrious peoples, states such
as Utah will exert a great
magnetic attraction.

The reason for the change
from two to four wards is
because of the great disparity
between the number of voters in
the two wards, about 40 per cent
in one and about 60 per cent in
the other. Under the new
redistricting plan, the number
of voters in each of the four
wards is about the same.
If you have nothing to do in
particular on each second and
fourth Thursday at 7:00 p.m.,
you should attend the council
meetings. This is your city
legislative government just as
the Calloway Fiscal Court is
your county legislative body.
Well, we had to move one of
the bird feeders. We got Freed
Cotham to make us a bell to put
on the postholding the feeder, to
keep the Squirrels out, but the
little rascals merely climbed
the adjacent twin Post Oak and
dropped down on top of it from a
limb. We sawed off one limb,
but this did not deter them too
long. They just used another
limb. We were faced with the
proposition of either sawing off
all the limbs of the tree or
moving the feeder, so we chose
the latter. All the feeders are
full and guests are already
partaking of the fare offered,
Mostly Titmice and Carolina
Chickadees. Thus far, John the
Red Bellied Woodpecker has not
shown up, but we figure he will
when the food gets short
elsewhere.
It's good to see the Slate
Colored Juncoes back in town.
They dropped down from their
northern habitat to spend the
winter once more. Now, we're
waiting for the Grosbeaks to
arrive.
Telephone directory in
Guadalajara was not as large as
Paducah's and the city has over
two million people.

Junk Mail Is Junk Mail
One's own mailbox gives a clue to the large
volume of junk mail in the United States. But a more
accurate indication is a statement attributed to the
Postal Union advising postal carriers not to frown on
junk mail because if there weren't any of it, one of
every three postal jobs could be eliminated.
With the postal system overburderiei and
sometimes overcome in its aim for prompt delivery
of mail, it is obvious that the large amount of unsolicited material that floods the system could be
responsible for causing a lot of the trouble.
Another thing is clear about junk mail—the kind
that sends uninvited sales pitches into homes. It is a
commercial operation, and it at least should be
required to pay the postal system fees corresponding to the cost of handling the materials. Inasmuch
as the postal system still runs a deficit, mail of all
kinds is subsidized to some extent Instead of paying

reduced rates, junk mail should be charged the
premium rate.
Companies which have vested interests in this
type of promotion long have resisted mailing fees in
line with actual cost of delivering the mail. They also
object to the uncomplimentary "junk mail"
phrasing. But it seems to have a pretty good foothold
in the language, even finding a place in a new
Random House Dictionary which defines it for what
'`- 4utfgolititeti tumulerttat mattDayturta
Beach (Fla.) Morning Journal

FRANKFORT—Contrary to
the usual pattern of the second
legislative session of a governor's term being a routine and
quiet one, the one opening here
January 8 is going to be fraught
with controversial measures.
First on the list will be the nofault insurance question that
has boggled the minds of
members during the last two
interim
The
sessions.
legislative committee in the
Legislative Research Commission has spent two years
studying various plans and will
introduce a bill that has been
drafted.
This bill will have thresholds
for both personal injury and
property damage claims to be
settled immediately by the
automobile owner's own insurance company, but it will
have provisions for permanent
injury damages and pain and
suffering to be settled by adversary action in court.
There is sure to be a difference of opinion on the
amounts and methods of settlement and several amendments are to be expected. The
trial lawyers have opposed the
bill in past session.
One that is expected to be
explosive is the public employee
bargaining bill that has the
united
support
of
20
organizations, ranging from the
Kentucky ,Education
Association, to police, firemen,
the Kentucky Career Employes
Association and the Kentucky
State AFL-CIO.
This is expected to be one of
the strongest lobbies ever to
invade the legislative halls.
Sponsors of the bill claim it
contains a no strike clause, but
this isn't specifically spelled out
in the bill. The bill provides for
arbitration if the governmental
unit and public employee
negotiating committee can't
reach an agreement.
The Kentucky Career Em-

ployees Association is a strong
backer of the bill, and their
complaint is that the basic wage
scale for state employees have
not been increased to meet the
increased cost of living. The
1972 General Assembly raised
salary scales up to $27,000 and
$30,000 for appointed commissioners and lesser amounts
for their assistants, judges and
public officials, but not one
penny was put in for the
average employee under the
state personnel system.
They have been asking for a
cost-of-living increase such as
teachers got in 1972 and expect
to get in the 1974 budget.
Court reorganization is likely
to be another controversial
question. The Court of Appeals
and lawyers have been pushing
for an intermediate court below
the Court of Appeals, combining
county and city courts, and
creation of a district court in
addition to Circuit Court.
The Kentucky Education
Association and the statesupported Universities and
colleges are going to make a
strong bid for a big share of the
federal revenue sharing funds
that have been piling up in the
neighborhood of $100 million or
more.
Gov. Ford has repeatedly said
this money will be allocated on
a non-recurring expense basis.
Universities are going to seek
this for their building program.
The usual fight is expected
from the ecology groups to
strengthen the state's strip
mining laws and to outlaw strip
mining on slopes steeper than 20
degrees.
While KEA and the State
Department of Education have
drawn away from most of its
legislative program and the
request to increase the
minimum school tax rate to 50
cents under the Minimum
Foundation Program, this bill
may get introduced anyway.

Simple arithmetic
Instead of counting the wars, it
would be simpler to keep track of
the world's stretches of peace
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Mr. Touchdown
With all due respect to Demosthenes, the greatest
orator today is a football coach talking at the half
when his team is 30 points behind.
Hope (Ark.)
Star
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November 13, 1973
ADULTS..107
NURSERY..4
NO NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Joanne Mahan and Baby
Girl, Route I, Hazel, Mrs.
Mignon Outland, 416 S. 8th St.,
Murray, Mrs. Barbara June
McKendree, Route 1, Benton,
Prince Lee Fox, Route 1, Hazel,
William Cyrel Wilson, Box 167,
Hazel, Mrs. Martha Darlene
Taylor, 1104 South 16th St.,
Murray, Noble Ruben Kirks,
3604 Wedcill, Deaborn, Mich.,
Mrs. Linda Kay Harding, Route
1, Hazel, Mrs. Sandra Jean
Medlock, Route 2, Springville,
Tenn., Michael Eugene Murphy, 1400 Main St., Murray,
James Manning, 603% North
18th St., Murray, Mrs. Mary
Olga Coursey, Route 1, Akio,
John William Skinner, Box 525,
Murray, Mrs. Betty Jane Allen,
Route 3, Cadiz, Mrs. Dorothy
. Louse Burkeen„.111,S. 12th St.,
Murray, Noble Young Brandon,
Route 2, Hazel, Mrs. Algie
Francis 'Tabers, Route 1,
Farmington, Mrs. Edna Love
Edwards, Fern Terrace Lodge,
Murray, Mrs. Nora Aim Parker,
513 Ellis Drive, Murray, Mrs.
Susie Audell Easley, 403 North
5th St., Murray, William Whitis,
Route 9, Benton, Mrs. Nella
Outland
(expired),
601
Sycamore, Murray.
November 14, 1973
ADULTS..108
NURSERY ..4
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Mrs. Marcia Dian Stone and
Baby Girl, Route 2, Clinton.
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Susan Jane Hopson and
Baby Boy, 703 Vine, Mu/ray,
Mrs. Marsha Diane McDaniel
and Baby Girl, Route 1, Box 130,
Dexter, Guy Henderson, Route
5, Benton, Miss Tammy Jo
Overbey, Route 2, Hazel, Mrs.
Beverly Jean Welch, Route 3,
Box 100, Murray, Mrs. Myra
Towery, Route 2, Murray, Miss
Ann Melody Brazier, 7298
Regents Hall, Murray, William
Spencer, 205
Woodlawn,
Murray, Mrs. Joyce Maggie
Smotherman, Route 1, Hazel,
Mrs. Katie Bettie Fox, Route 1,
Hazel, Mrs. Dessie Anna
Shekell, .509 Elm, Murray,
Robert Lee Overcast, Box 46,
Hazel, Mrs. Margaret Flora
Dobbs, Route 5, Murray, Fred
Wickoff (expired), Route 6,
Murray, Hardie Adams (expired), Route 7, Mayfield.

* Prices Good Mon.-Wed., Nov. 19-21 *
CENTRAL SHOPPING CENTER
9-9 MON.-SAT. 1-6 SUN.

LADIES

•Sizes 5-10
•White & Pastels

BOYS

SWEATER

STOCKINGS
ASSORTMENT

Ladies

Ile-Free Panties

LADIES

ASSORTMENT

v

Irregulars
One Size Fits Al!
v Large Selection of Colors
Special!

Fantastic Selection Of
Nationally Advertised
Sweaters In Colors and
Styles.
REGULAR TO $16.

BOYS
WESTERN...CORDUROY

CPO COATS

All Labels Had to be clipped
out due to these gigantic
savings...But you'll know the quality

SLACKS

Unlined
•/, Sizes 8-16

v. -Cuffed v Flares

v Great Selection of Colors

Close-Out Special!

Sizes 8-18

From Suede
To Fur!

DRESS SHIRT
ASSORTMENT
Reg. 55.00

t$388

COLLEGIATE ADVERTISING
KENT, Ohio I AP) — Kent
State University has turned to
radio commercials as a means
of boosting college education and Kent State.
A spokesman for the school
said students "just aren't
breaking down the doors to get
into college" and that "colleges
have been forced to .advertise
for students."
One commercial cites five
successful KSU alumni. But the
most successful one uses children's voices, says Angelo
Coulis, KSU director of radiotelevision information.
The voices are those of a boy
who wants to be a fireman and
a girl who wants to be a nurse.
An announcer tells them that a
college education can help
them achieve their goals.
Then the little girl changes
her mind. "I want to be a hippopotamus," she says, trailing
off with a giggle.

•Solids •Stripes
•P4ts Sizes 141
/
2-17

ALL
LADIES
MENS
DRESS...CORDUROY

SLACKS
v- Flare Style

Pan-fried or broiled liver,
served for supper, may be garnished with French-fried onion
rings, minced parsley, leff1011'
wedges or the usual hacowstrips.

STYRO CUPS

v Handsome Colors

• From Sport to High Fashion
• Large Assortment of Styles

FOR HOT OR COLD DRINKS

TONKA

v Fine Quality Fabric
10 Cups to Bag

. AERIAL LADDER TRUCK

v Permanent Press

v Sturdy Steel Construction
v Ladder Extends to
36 Inches

Kentucky Fried Chicken

Reg. '12.96
SNACK BOX
lPc . chicken
potatoes, gravy
slaw and roll

794

VINYL HASSOCK

SNACK BOX

Limit 5

2 pc chicken
colt slaw
butter roll

SNACK BOX
1 pc chicken
potatoes gravy
slaw and roll

ASSORTMENT

sii‹ $1 19

DING DONG
EXPRESS TRAIN
Battery Powered

DINNER BOX
3 pc chicken
.
1‹$1 59
potatoes, gravy
cole slaw and rolls

PRESTONE

WINDSHIELD
WASHER
1 Qt. Size
PRE-MIXED
WINDSHIEV
WASHER4

Mystery Action!
5/
$1

Reg. '5.76

CI"...
4111cti

milli

v Flashing Light

%pm

1113 Sycamore Street
Murra 753-7101

v Ding Dong Sound
v Hooting Train Whistle'
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We Reserve The Righi o Limit Quanti
CIL

JOHN

MAXWELL HOUSE INSTANT

COFFEE

RED & WHITE

SWEE16TOZ. CANPEAS

1-LB. JAR WITH COUPON

/Ye

POPS-RITE
2-LB. BAG

POPCORN
MAXWELL HOUSE

COFFEE
69
31

•Air

%.4
4

I

1-LB. BAG
WITH COUPON

.11qi l#441:- -4
(flexcA.
4)-i

Q

3

%1'54
(41013
.I
1

* PRODUCE *

KELLY POTTED
3-0Z. CAN

srairito
GODCHAUX POWDERED

SUGAR

RED & WHITE

WHITE, DARK OR LIGHT BROWN

MIXED
VEGETABLES
16 oz.
FANCY CUT
GREEN BEANS

$

1-LB. BOX

2/49

RED & WHITE

'RED& I

FRUIT

COCKTAIL

Ikun coal
3t
'

00

LUX LIQUID

GOLDEN CREAM STYLE
CORN
GOLDEN WHOLE KERNAL
CORN

With Coupon
Below

3201

91

BOTTLE
RED & WHITE COOKING

OIL,4129
RED & WHITE
16 oz. CAN

WHO

COCONUTS
29'

MEAT

YELLOW

ONIONS
3d, 39'
BANANAS
lb. 10'
LETTUCE
Head 19'
CELERY 19'
CABBAGE
10'
„

4111
MARIO
7-0Z. BOTTLE

OLIVES

59
OCEAN SPRAY
CRANBERRY

SAUCE
15-0Z. CAN

V-

COUIRIAL

FRUIT CAKE
2%-lb.
1.39
' PEPSI or 7-UP
,6.i. 49 Bottle Carl

Plus Bottles or Peposrt 691

48 OZ. BOTTLE

i--

2
/
5
9
CROUTETTES

RR FT

MIRACLE WHI I
69'
Qt

\birwegiu4'

PUMPKIN

KELLOGG'S

PARAMOUNT
ICICLE

...39'

DILLS
24-07.. JAR

RED &
WHITE
,

AED
WHITE

Johnson.
MAXWELL HOUSE

W
au
R20 "

COFFEE
R10

69

C

1 IA BAG

11-11-73

KELLOGG'S or STOVE TOP

••••••• ur,-•••••• •

kfts•
gelf•C.1.1W ref

.••

STUFFINGS
For Chicken or Meat 5-oz. pkg.
4,1

_

51

RED &
IE

.0"0.11•111.1.0.111

;shines, •

LIQUID DETERGENT

R20

WISK

—spit GALID11$149
-t

,.
ft
7

32 OZ. BEL
Etqiires 1

RED &Irrrorci
Jaime
WHITE

INSTA

COFf
R40
Ill JAR

Expires :
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TURKEY

eserre The Right o Limit Quantities
• PURI VIGE1 OJIL E 04l ItC111

BUTTERBALL

HAWAI AN

Turkeys

39 .

46 OZ. CAN
RED OR GRAPE
HUNT'S

KETCHUP

Field's

Sausage
Field's Fast Cut Boneless

26OZ.3

* PROD CE*
JUkl

COCC!NUTS
! 29'

W'SF LIQUID
Field's Smoked

DETERGENT

ON I1NS
3 Lti'
s.
39'
BANANAS
lb.
10'
LETTUCE
Held
19'
CELERY 19'
CABBAGE
10'
couAIAL
FRUIT CAKE
, 1.39
PEPSI or 7-UP
160z. Bottle Carton
Plus Bottles
69'

69..
8Tib.

With Coupon Below
42 GALLON $1"

RED & WHITE BATHROOM
Pure

TISSUE

Ground Beef

DAIRY

NE51,iB,t UE BONNET

ORANGE JUICE

JUICE
CHEESE SLICES
RYAN
BolLED CUSTARD

P
S!
RIA TAIIEE

NABISCO CHOCOLATE

P1NWHEELS59

S

or LePDSIt

KR in
MIRACLE
Qt.

WHIP
69'

PURINA

'BAKER'S CHOCOLATE

Johnoons

RED &
WHITE

Johnson'
UQWO

11 NOUSE

COFFEE

69'

La BAG
11-31-73

atiNNisms
TO DETERGENT

WISK
11 i.t

R20

LUX

5

3201. ER
Expires 11-27-73

RED &
WHITE

CAT
FOOD
6¼0L CAN

rosty Acres Frozen

t

TUNA & EGG

Coconut

BAKER'S ANGEL FLAKE

MIX or MATCH

COCONUT594 Corn
„,„„t
FOIL 5V Potato Pie Peuldisweet
Frosty Acres Whole Kernel

Frosty Acres Tiny

Masons
—
MAMA MUSE
INSTANT

COFFEE
R40
Iii. JAN$1"
Expires 11-30-73

RED & WHITE HEAVY DUTY
ALUNI1NUM.
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KENTUCKY
11,1

I 11.111

Nine Of Nation's Top Ten Involved
Associated Press Sports Writer
The holiday week is here and
most of the bowl gdodies have
been dispensed, but the country's top college football teams
will have no picnic urith the
showdowns for the national
championship about to reach
epic proportions.
For holiday openers- Thursday, fifth-ranked Notre Dame
entertains the Air Forte, followed by the Southeastern Conference brouhaha at Baton
Rouge. La., between secondranked Alabama and Louisiana
State, seventh in The Associated Press ratings.
On Friday, third-ranked Oklahoma hosts No. 10 Nebraska
u ith a chance to nail down the
Big Eight crown. On Saturday,
top-rated Ohio State visits

Michigan to settle the Big Ten
title, followed by No. 8 UCLA
against No. 9 Southern California in the Battle of Los Angeles
for the Pacific-8 championship.
The Big Ten and Pac-8 winners
will meet in the Rose Bowl.
Those five games — involving
nine of the nation's Top Ten
teams — will be televised nationally by ABC-TV.
Over the past weekend, Ohio
State trounced winless Iowa 5513 as Archie Griffin set school
records by rushing for 246
yards and raising his season total to 1,265. Michigan kept pace
with a 34-9 triumph over Purdue as Dennis Franklin scored
two touchdowns and passed for
another.
UCLA rushed for 447 yards
and smashed its own Pac-8 one-

SAVE MONEY!
Let us keep your car looking

SHOWROOM NEW

with a genu n•

season record in walloping Oregon State 56-14 behind Kermit
Johnson's three touchdowns.
Artimus Parker intercepted
three passes and Anthony
Davis and Ray Rodriguez
scored eight seconds apart as
Southern Cal trimmed Washington 42-19.
It was bowl bid weekend and
Alabama won its way to the
Sugar Bowl by whipping Miami
of Florida 43-13 as Gary Rutledge passed for two touchdowns and scored one. The
Crimson Tide will meet Notre
Dame, idle last Saturday.

trip, knocked off No. 18 Kansas
48-20 with Joe Washington and
Steve Davis providing the offense and the Selmon brothers'
defense zeroing in on quarterback David Jaynes. The Jayhawks, though, got a bid from
the Liberty Bowl to meet No 20
North Carolina State, which
downed Duke 21-3.

Twelfth-ranked Texas Tech
crushed Baylor 55-24 as John
Garner, Larry Isaac and James
Mosley combined for 348 yards
rushing and earned a trip to
the Gator Bowl against No. 16
Tennessee, even though the
The Orange Bowl lined up Vols bowed to Mississippi 28-18.
No. 6 Penn State, a 49-10 victor
Woody Green and Danny
over Ohio University behind White paced No. 13 Arizona
John Cappelletti's 204 yards State to a 54-13 rout of winless
and four touchdowns, and Loui- Texas-El Paso, setting up next
siana State, which beat Mis- weekend's Western Athletic
sissippi State 26-7 as Brad Conference showdown with No.
Davis paced a potent ground 19 Arizona, which dropped a 27attack and Juan Roca kicked a 26 nonleague decision to Air
52-yard Olgld goal.
Force. The WAC champ will
No. 10 Nebraska made it to meet Pitt, which blanked winthe Cotton Bowl with a 50-21 less Army 34-0 and clinched its
rout of Kansas State as Tony first winning season in a decDavis scored three times. The ade and first bowl trip since
Cornhuskers will meet No. 11 1956 as freshman sensation
Texas, which clinched its sixth Tony Dorsett ran for 161 yards
straight Cotton Bowl trip and a and a pair of touchdowns.
tie for the Southwest ConferMissouri, ranked 14th, stumence crown by crushing Texas bled to Iowa State 17-7 but was
Christian 52-7. Roosevelt Leaks picked for the Sun Bowl against
gained 105 yards and set an another loser, Auburn. The AuSWC season mark of 1,328.
burn Tigers — that's Missouri's
too — bowed to
nickname,
OkMeanwhile, third-ranked
lahoma, ineligible for a bowl Georgia 28-14.

No. 15 Houston was idle but
accepted a bid to the hometown
Bluebonnet Bowl against Tulane, a 24-3 winner over Vanderbilt.
Miami of Ohio became the
first team to complete a perfect
regular season. The 17th-ranked
Redskins shaded Cincinnati 6-0
on Larry Harper's 95-yard dash
with the opening kickoff. They
will play in the Tangerine Bowl
against an opponent to be
named.
Maryland got into the Peach
Bowl with a 28-13 win over
Clemson. The Terrapins' opponent will be Georgia if the Bulldogs defeat Georgia Tech on
Dec. 1.
Defending champion Dartmouth shut out Cornell 17-0 and
remained tied for the Ivy
League lead with one game
left. Harvard, the party of the
second part, nipped Brown 35-32 with Jim Stoeckel corn
pleting 22 passes, 13 to Pat
Mclnally, who scored twice.
Tulsa won the Missouri Valley title by defeating North
Texas State 24-15. Jeb Blount
survived five interceptions and
passed for 218 yards and a
touchdown.
San Diego State took the Pacific Coast Athletic Association
lead over idle San Jose State
with a 41-6 rout of Fresno State
as Jesse Freitas, the nation's
leading passer, completed 33 of
42 for 450 yards and four touchdowns.
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Hilltoppers Awaiting Word On Bid
To Participate In NCAA Playoffs
BOWLING GREEN, Ky.
(AP) — Western Kentucky's
Hilltoppers, winners of the Ohio
Valley
Conference football
crown over the weekend, were
awaiting word today on a bid to
participate in post-season college division playoffs.
Western was favored to be
among eight teams picked by
the National Collegiate Athletic
Association in Kansas City to
compete in the first NCAA Division II post-season playoffs
starting Dec. 1.
Western Coach Jimmy Feix
said the squad voted overwhelmingly at a team meeting
Sunday night to accept a playoff bid, adding: "They're very
anxious. It was a rousing 'let's
go."
Western, ranked No. 3 in The
Associated Press college division poll entering its game with
Murray over the weekend, finished its season with a 10-0
record, marking the first undefeated and untied season in the
school's history.

Last week, Lou Spry, assistant executive director for the
NCAA, said Western could
"probably afford a loss and still
be under consideration un-less
it stinks up the place against
Murray."
Western defeated Murrary 32•
27 Saturday.
The team vote to accept a bid
for post-season play came despite the fact that four key
Western players would be ineligible because of a rule which
prohibits individuals who have

completed four years beyond
the freshman year from participating in post-season play.
However, Feix said Sunday
night he would immediately file
a petition for a "hardship ruling" for the four and expected
the chances of the appeal succeeding could be good in at
least two of the cases.
The four are quarterback Leo
linebackers
Peckenpaugh,
Aundra Skiles and Robert Walton and defensive tackle Lonnie
Schuster.
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ARE HERE AGAIN.

Keep your car's finish protected...
and you'll actually MAKE MONEY!

North Point Standard

Whirlpool

916 Mayfield Road

1.,

LAUNDRY
PAIR

Phone 753-0345

Murray, Kentucky 42071
Pc,

-Shiny

pamper knits and
permanent press fabrics

DRYCLEANING
&SHIRT
SPECIALS!

$368p,
WASHER features 3 load size
water levels, 2 washing speeds,
2 spin speeds, 4 washing cycles
Choice of 4 wash /rinse eater
temperature selections

LAA 5700 LAE 5700

Defensive player David McDonald barely misses an interception against Western quarterback Leo
Peckenpaugh at Western Saturday.
Staff Photo by Jerry Berm

Kentucky Still Has Narrow Shot
At Bowl Bid with Tennessee Win
Pleated Garments Extra

NO LIMIT
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SHI
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hangers
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Contra! Shopping Center

LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
Kentucky's "bunch of crazy
guys," with only one game to
go, still have the narrowest of
shots at a bowl bid but won't
have a decision until Dec. I.
The Wildcats came within
two points of Florida Saturday,
bolstered by a 15-point fourth
quarter, but lost 20-18 and
thought all bowl possibilities
went out the window.
However, an official of the
Peach Bowl said Kentucky still
could be considered if the Wildcats defeat Tennessee next Saturday.
Kentucky Coach Fran Curci,
obviously avoiding any bowl
thoughts, said only that the
Kentucky-Tennessee
rivalry
"should be some kind of a
game."
Curci said dreams of the first
bowl appearance in more than
20 years apparently were responsible for Kentucky's poor
showing at Florida when the
Wildcats were downed 20-3 until
they finally came alive in the
last period.
"I'm surprised we didn't get
wiped out even more than
that," Curd said of the early
part of the game.
"But this is the greatest courage I've ever been around," he
said of the comeback.
"I can't say enough about the
• ' deienStY.
Tat
Kentucky rmt only will be
looking for a possible bowl bid
against Tennessee but needs
150 yards for tailback Sonny
Collins to break a Southeastern
Conference rushing record of
1,312 yards set by Tennessee's

$239

DRYER features 5 drying cy
cies to fit the fabric to be
dried. 3 drying temperature
large lint
selections Extra

1159

screen.

All feature special cool-down care
for permanent press and knit fabrics!

John Dottley.
Collins, who missed much of
the Florida game with a toe injury, still was the game's leading rusher with 71 yards in 19
carries. Curci called him "the
most dangerous guy in the
country if he gets into the secondary."

quickly—in fact he played that
way all day," Lewis said of
Florida's Wayne Fields.
"Florida is the best defensive
team we've played this year,"
Curd said. "You can't afford to
fumble against a team of their
caliber."
Kentucky,indeed, did fumble-seven times, with Florida reAfter a 46-yard field goal—ty- covering three of them. The
ing Kentucky's school record- Gators also intercepted three
-by Ron Steele, Kentucky's of- passes.
fense was silenced until the
fourth period. Meantime, Florida rang up 20 points, including
two touchdowns and two field
goals.
The Wildcats roared back
with a touchdown pass from
GOLF
Ernie Lewis to Elmore StephPINEHURST, S.C.—Miller
ens and a five-yard score by Barber turned back rookie Ben
Bill Bartos, A Lewis-to Steph- Crenshaw with a two-over-par
ens pass added two points and total of 570 and won the $100,000
the Wildcats were in business
top prize in the World Open
again in the final seconds.
AUCKLAND, New Zealand—
"I blew it but I'm not going Bob Charles fired a sevento second-guess myself," Curci under-par total of 206 to take the
said after a pass on the second- $30,000 City of Auckland Golf
to-last play of the game was in- Tournament by one stroke over
tercepted.
Walter Godfrey.
TENNIS
"Sure, we could have gone
LONDON—Tom Okker
for a field goal instead of
throwing, but that's the kind of downed the Nastase of
kick you make one out of 20 Romania, 6-3, 6-4, and won the
times," he said.
men's first prize of $7,200 in the
Kentucky's position on the Dewar Cup tournament, while
field would have required Virginia Wade of Britain topped
Steele to make another from 46 American Julie Heldman 6-2, 3•e vion-xl's
yartir 0y0-Vilidati
e:- a 1instead, to try to get a little singles title in an international
tennis tournament.
closer.
GENERAL
"We were trying to set up
APPLE VALLEY, Calif.—
field position, and I thought I
professional golfer
saw (Fred) Bishop open for a Former
IJoyd Mangrurn died of a heart
second," Lewis said.
"But that guy reacted so attack at the age of 59.
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Last-Minute Jet Drive Fails As
Bengals Take 20-14 Win Sunday
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STAR TAILBACK DON CLAYTON cuts the corner for yardage against Western Saturday.
The Racers lost their bid for a share of
the OVC title with the 32-27 loss.
Staff Photo by Jerry Bayne

By NORM CLARKE .
Associated Press Writer
CINCINNATI, Ohio (AP) —
The scoreboard read: Cincinnati 20, New York 14. But Cincinnati Coach Paul Brown saw
it differently in the lockerroom.
If some of you fellows see
Wilbur (Jets Coach Weeb Ewbank), tell him I thought we
were lucky," said Brown, referring to his former college teammate and coaching aide.
The Bengals had just survived the sensational last-bid
heroics of still-healing Jets
quarterback Joe Namath for a
20-14 National Football League
victory Sunday.
"I'm glad we won," said
Brown, "but you're suppose to
feel good after you win."
Namath, pro football's premier passer, had overcome the
rust of eight weeks of idleness
from a separated shoulder to
move the Jets 79 yards to Cincinnati's one with seconds remaining.
He had entered the game

Late Rally Fails as Racers Fall
To Hilltoppers 32-27 Saturday
By STEVE W. GIVENS
Ledger &Times Sportswriter
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. —
To the right of spacious and
towering L.T. Smith Stadium
there is a railroad track that
frequently sends rumbling
trains alongside of Western

Kentuckr University football
games.
Last Saturday afternoon
Hilltopper head Coach Jimmy
Feix seemed to find a way to
reroute some trains onto the
turf, as his Hilltoppers rammed
the ball four different times

down the throats of visiting
Murray State, displayed
professional engineering
ability, and then avoided a last
minute derailment attempt
before a capacity 19,250 packed
crowd.
At the end of the line was a
heart-thumping, come - frombehind 32-27 victory to;
—Wrap up the first undefeated, untied team in
WKU history.
—Hand the 'Toppers their
third Ohio Valley Conference
crown in the past four
seasons.
—Set a new school record
and tie the OVC mark with
senior spilt end Clarence
Jackson's outstanding four
touchdown pass receptions,
all from WKU starting
quarterback, Leo Peckenpaugh.
—Enhance its chances of
appearing in a post-season
bowl game.
In all honesty, however, the
hosts did not appear to be the
nation's third-ranked team until
early in the third canto because
until that time, the Racers had
dominated the game. In fact,
MSU's super tailback Don
Phone
Clayton had 118 yards rushing
at halftime when the Racers
753-1916
had a shocking 13-6 advantage!
And....even
more
surprising....MSU
lead
all
the
final
will
Gift
Card
A
statistics!
be sent
It was simply gut football
that enabled Coach Bill
Furgerson's team, who
closed its dramatic season
with a sparkling 7-3-0 mark
(5-2-0 in the league t, to score
more points against WKU
THERE ARE A COUPLE OF HUNDRED PLACES
than nine other teams. The
TO STAY IN THE PALM BEACHES...
Racers were also the first to
tally more than once against
BUT ONLY ONE
a defense which had
previously allowed only 35
points to strain through its
clutches.
Clayton who finished as the
game's premiere runner with a
whopping 190 yards, put Murray
out front the second time it had
the ball when he barrelled over
from the WKU six. He climaxed
a drive which started on the
Racer 41 (thanks to a timely
interception of a Peckenpaugh
pass by linebacker Tom
Johnson) and took 11 plays to
Did you know There Are A Couple of
Hundred Places to stay in the Palm
move to paydirt with 5:04 left in
Beaches, but only ONE Hilton Inn? Did
the period after conversion
you you know the Hilton Inn of the Palm
specialist Don Wright's boot.
Beaches is located a few yards from the
beautiful Blue Atlantic Ocean? Did you know
The Racers had earlier
the Hilton Inn of the Palm Beaches has all
received the opening kickoff
hotel facilities with Olympic pool, kiddie pool.
and made progress to their
Tennis Courts. all Oceanview MOMS. Superb
Dining Room and Lounge? Did you know the
own 38 before WKU's senior
within
Beaches
Palm
is
the
Hilton Inn of
deep tackle, Dave Schuster
Short distance to Disney World and a
made the recovery on the
multitude of Florida attractions and golf
first of five haunting MSU
courses? But—did you Know You can
make a reservation now to enjoy all
fumbles
of
afthe
these things plus Hilton Quality and
ternoon...All of which were
Service—Either contact your local
significant.
Hilton Reservation Service or
write or phone us directly.
After MSU had the 7-0 advantage, WKU shoveled some
coal into its fires and moved
from its own 13 behind the
running of tailback Clarence
Jackson. An incomplete pass
dampered the drive minutes
later, the 'Toppers punted,
and Murray fumbled again.
Junior deep back Don Deiken
/wade Abe.misqlse ss
fielded
the kick and WKU's cornerback
Write or phone
Tom Ward pounced on the ball.
One play later Peckenpaugh
crashed over the line on a
keeper to score with 1:15
3800 NORTH OCEAN DRIVE • RIVIERA BEACH, FLA 33404
remaining and when the conversion kick was wide, MSU
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clung to its 7-6 margin.
different times. The last time
After the Western score, the WKI1 received the ball, which
Racers advanced 49 yards in was on the MSU 40 with just
eight trips on two big plays, a 33 over four minutes remaining,
yard gallop around left end by the Hilltoppers' Jackson tied
Clayton and a Tom Pandolfi 23 the league mark with his fourth
yard completion to tight end Bill scoring pass of the game.
Farrell. Faced with a fourth
Even being down by 19 points
and eight situation, Wright's toe failed to dismay MSU,however,
was once again called upon for a as it took five straight Pandolfi
36 yard attempt and once again passes to move 69 yards from
the boot was good as the Racers the Racers' 31 to Western three.
took a 10-6 lead with 13:25 left in The MSU quarterback looked
the half.
razor-sharp as he hit Farrell
There were four exchanges of twice for 17 yards each, Engel
the ball before Murray found for seven, and Scotty Cramp for
itself with scoring opportunities 14 more.
again. Aided by another pitDayton finally got Murray on
chout sweep by Clayton which the scoreboard again when he
netted 13 yards and a Pandolfi- rambled over from the three.
Willie DeLoach completion Trailing now, 31-19 when the
good for 35 more, Wright was conversion snap was mishanagain called to salvage the dled, MSU tried an onsides kick
effort and he responded with with just 53 seconds left which
another field goak this one a 22 was recovered by freshman
yarder to boost the Racer defensive back Darrell Ramsey
spread to 13-6.
on the WKU 48.
It was the third period that
With visions of a miracle
inflicted the damage to MSU
upset. Pandolfi fired to
as Western converted three
Farrell for 16 yards before
consecutive errors into
tossing two incompletions.
scores in less time than it
Then he found Farrell racing
takes to say Hilltoppers.
along the right sidelines,
Luck frequently determines
heaved a long bomb, and
key plays in contests, but
watched the senior end crash
seldom does it effect the action into the end zone with WKU
that followed fullback Jim
defenders hanging over him.
Engel's fumble on the Murray
Only 15 seconds showed on the
37! WKU took seven plays to clock when the Racers went-formove to the goal, two of which broke and made the two point
were the key: a Peckenpaugh conversion to make it 32,27
completion to senior split end WKU. Again the onsides kick
Bobby Powell on a big third and was attempted....and for a few
17 play and....a 20 yard shot to brief seconds until the players
Williams on a fourth down upiled on the Murray 48, it
situation... that carried into the seemed as though the Racers
end zone. Kyle Pierce's con- had regained possession. But it
version boot then provided the was too much to expect as the
contest's only deadlock at 13-13. 'Toppers had the ball and ran
But....Western quickly out the time on three straight
changed that!
Peckenpaugh keepers.
Overall in the final statistics,
On the very next play.
DeLoach took the kickoff on the Murray State had the edge with
MSU six, fought his way to the a big 468 total offensive yardage
31, and fumbled into the hands to 396 for Western. Clayton's
of WKU's cornerback Tom total of 190 easily led the Racers
Ward after being hit by a hard and boosted their total to 198 on
tackle. The 'Toppers took over the ground, compared to 163 on
on the Murray 29, Peckenpaugh the turf for WKU.
Pandolfi finished with the
cocked his scoring rifle, fired
again to Williams on the exact best team passing 155 per cent)
same play as before, and WKU of the contest, with 16 comhad tallied again when the pletions in 29 attempts for 268
talented split end danced into yards and one interception,
the end zone with 1046 left in compared to Peckenpaugh's 11
of 20 for 163 yards and substitute
the period.
Murray seemed as though it WKU quarterback Dennis
had settled somewhat when it Tomek's figure who hit on six of
took the ball from its own 11 to 12 for 70 yards.
Farrell was the leading pass
the Western 30. The vital play of
the series was an up-the-middle receiver of the contest with
gallop by Clayton that the big seven grabs for 136 yards and a
tailback nearly broke open touchdown. He was followed by
before being caught after a 36 Western's Williams who had 120
yards on six receptions and four
yard pickup.
But then Pandolfi's pass met scores.
The Hilltoppers now have a
the hands of senior defensive
back Mifte McCoy, who stole the 21-13-6 edge in the traditional
ball on his own 45 and fought series dating back to 1931 to go
with their fifth league chamdownfield to the Racer 31.
pionship.
Peckenpaugh then used a
WESTERN KY 6 0 19 7-32
handoff, two keepers, and
MURRAY
two passes to put the 'TopSTATE
7 6 0 14-77
pers
on
the
board
again....with a six yard pass
to Williams as the WKU
WINNIPEG (AP) — McGill
crowd looked like flocks and
University blanked the Univer(locks of red geese with a
sity of Manitoba 16-0 Saturday
countless
number
of
in the Western Bowl to gain a
lonSTir "beittilit the Cankilith
waving in the midst of the
college football championship.
excitement.
McGill, the Quebec InterNow trailing 25-13, the Racers collegiate Athletic Association
had not advanced the ball champion, will meet St.
Mary's
beyond its host's 30 yard line in University of Halifax in Tothree different drives as both ronto next Saturday for the
clubs exchanged series five

with 4:40 remaining when starting quarterback Al Woodall
was dazed by a tackle. It was
up to the tender-winged Namath.
"It was sudden death for us,"
said Ewbank."We had to move
the ball."
Namath hit three straight
passes of 21, 16 and 31 yards to
put the Jets on Cincinnati's 11.
Then he Went for the touchdown, a well-aimed pass to
angling tight end Richard Caster.
The big receiver stabbed the
ball and skidded out of bounds.
The officials ruled he didn't
have both feet in bounds.
Two more passes failed until,
on fourth down, Namath hit
Caster over the middle at the
goal line.
"His feet were in the end
zone but he was pushed out,
claimed Namath, bitter at the
calls.
With the ball spotted at the
one and the clock running with
12 seconds left, reserve running
Cliff McClain unsuccessfully
tried to crack the Bengals defensive wall.
He cut down short of the goal
and time ran out before he
could get off another play.
The Jets, who had trailed 17-0
after a second quarter Bengal
burst, held a wide edge in statistics: 21-11 in first downs, 26476 in passing yardage and 357208 in total yards.
"I thought we'd lost," said
Bengals defensive tackle Steve
Chornyzsak, who countered
Narnath's claims of "poor officiating" with charges of illegal
holding by the Jets' offensive
line.
"When Namath got in there,
there was a lot of holding. They
— the linemen — will do anything to protect him. I can understand this. They'd lose their
Jobs if they let anything happen
to him," said the Johnson City,
N.Y. native.
"I've got to hand it to him,"
said Brown, "he's quite a playBut, said Brown, "we've had
too many of these kind of
games. I told our young men
we can't do these things if
we're going to go where we
want to go."
Where the Bengals, now 6-4,
want to go is the playoffs.

Cincinnati's touchdowns carne
on a one-yard run by Charles
"Boobie" Clark and a 24-yard
touchdown pass to Isaac Curtis
from quarterback Ken Anderson.
Horst Muhlmann's field goals

of 26 and 51 proved to be the
margin of victory.
Both New York scores came
on touchdown passes of three
and 12 yards by Woodall to Jerome Barkurn and Caster. The
Jets drop to 3-7.
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Adult Basketball
Program Opens At
Murray City Park
The Murray Park & Recreation Department has completed
arrangements for the Adult Basketball League, according to
director Gary Hohman.
Games this season will be played at the Murray Middle School
Gym, Monday through Thursday evenings. The league will
be
composed of two divisions based on the strength of the teams.
Registration will remain open until December 3. Entry fee will
be $60.00 per team and must be paid prior to December 3.
A league meeting will be held December 3 at 7 p.m. at the
City
Hall, Hohman said.
For additional information and registration, teams
should
contact the park office at 753-7640 or Gary Hohman at
753-7430
after five p.m.

LOSE 20 POUNDS
IN TWO WEEKS!
Famous U.S. Women Ski Team Diet
During the non-snow off season the U.S. Women's Alpine
Ski Team members go to the "Ski Team" diet to lose 20
pounds in two weeks. That's right — 20 pounds in 14 daysl
The basis of the diet is chemical food action and was devised
by a famous Colorado physician especially for the U.S. Ski
Team. Normal energy is maintained (very important) while
reducing. You keep "full" — no starvation —'because the diet
is designed that way. It's a diet that is easy to follow whether
you work, travel or stay at home.
This is honestly a fantastically successful diet. If it
weren't the U.S. Women's Ski Team wouldn't be permitted
to use itl Right? So, give yourself the same break the U.S.
Ski Team gets. Lose weight the scientific, proven way. Even
if you've tried all the other diets, you owe it to yourself to
try the U.S. Women's Ski Team Diet. That is, if you really do
want to lose 20 pounds in two weeks. Order today. Tear this
out ea a reminder.
Send only $3.00 ($3.25 for Rush Service(—Cash is O.K.—
to: Jorma Products Co., P.O. Box 728, Solana Beach, California 92075. Don't order union you expect to lose 20
Pounds in two weeks! Because that's what the Ski Team Diet
will dol

The Beetle gets about 25 miles o ollon.—o lot more than 14 overage domestic car.
You enjoy driving better when you know Mot mile offer mile, year ohs; year, you're saving money.
Vim things in life work as well as•Vollmer/it
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Dolphins Grind Out Methodical SEC Dream Game Set Thursday
As Crimson Tide Meets LSU
Win to Take NFL Playoff Berth
Associated Press Sports Writer
Mercury Morris smiled when
somebody mentioned the fact
that Miami's defending Super
Bowl champions had clinched a
National Football League playoff berth.
"What did you expect?"
asked Morris. —That's what
we're supposed to do."
Winning has become a way of
life for the Dolphins. They are
9-1 this season following Sunday's methodical 17-0 victory
over Buffalo, their second
straight shutout. Over two seasons, their log reads 26-1.
Morris, who gained 79 yards
against the Bills, looked at his
1973 championship ring. "This
is what we're after again," he
said. "Today was just phase
one to getting another one of
these."
There are other teams with
Super Bowl ambitions too and
Sunday was a good day for
some of Mein but not so good
for others. Washington maintained its piece of first place in
the National Conference East,
defeating stubborn Baltimore
22-14 while Dallas was pounding

Philadelphia 31-10.
Kansas City took over first
place in the American Conference West, ripping Houston 3814 while Cleveland was knocking off Oakland 73 and dropping the Raiders into third
place. Denver edged into second place just one-half game
back, stunning Pittsburgh's
AFC Central leaders 23-13.
Los Angeles protected its
lead in the NFC West, beating
San Francisco 31-13 to open a
Iti-game margin over Atlanta
whict hosts unbeaten Minnesota tonight.
Elsewhere, New England
slugged Green Bay 33-24, the
New York Giants overtook St.
Louis, 24-13, Cincinnati topped
the New York Jets 20-14, Detroit thumped Chicago 30-7 and
San Diego took New Orleans
1714.
Buffalo ran up some impressive individual statistics
against Miami with O.J. Simpson rushing for 120 yards and
Jim Braxton getting 119. But
they pay off on points and the
Bills went nowhere in that department against the Dolphins'

Associated Press Sports Writer
A Southeastern Conference
championship dream game of
unbeaten powers unfolds in
Baton Rouge Thursday evening
when second-ranked Alabama
and No. 7 Louisiana State, a
pair of bowl-bound teams, collide in a nationally televised
(ABC) game.
Both meams thundered to
their ninth consetutive victories
of the year Saturday as Alabama buried Miami of Florida
43-13 and LSU smashed Mississippi State 26-7.
Alabama can become the
first team to capture three
straight outright SEC titles if it
can win and record the school's
500th victory, a feat attained by
only seven other collegiate
teams in history.
The Thanksgiving kickoff is
scheduled for 6:35 p.m. EST and
the game has been a 67,510
sellout since last Spring.
The Alabama-L.SU clash overshadows all others on the final
heavy week of activity in the
Southeast. Another Thanksgiv-

trig battle has Utah State visiting independent Southern Mississippi.
Saturday's slate has Mississippi and Mississippi State
tangling at Jackson, Tennessee
visiting Kentucky, Florida at
Miami, Tampa at Vanderbilt,
Tulane at Maryland and Memphis State at Cincinnati.
Georgia, Georgia Tech, Auburn and Florida State have
open dates.
Last weekend's action solidified bowl spots for several area
teams—that features sending
Alabama against unbeaten
Notre Dame in the Sugar Bowl
and LSU against undefeated
Penn State in the Orange Bowl.
Tennessee, as expected, took
a bid to the Gator Bowl opposite Texas Tech although the
Vols were the victims of a 28-18
upset administered by Ole Miss
in a regionally televised game.
Auburn also went down to defeat, 28-14 to Georgia, but the
Tigers still got and accepted a
bid to the Sun Bowl to meet
Missouri.

defense.
Hooker in the first half and second week of the season, draSimpson shrugged off the
then making the narrow lead matically came off the bench
yardage that pushed his 10stand up the rest of the way.
and marched New York to Cingame total to 1,323 ... 540
cinnati's goal line before runyards short of Jim Brown's alThe victory moved the
ltime pro record with four Browns to within 1s games of ning out of time as the Bengals
games to go. "This was anothei)). Pittsburgh in the AFC Central hung on to beat the Jets.
Narnath didn't quite see it
game," said Simpson, "and after the Steelers were stung
what was important was that by Denver. Cleveland plays that way, saying that Rich Caster had twice caught passes in
we lost it."
Pittsburgh next week.
the end zone that should have
What was important to KanJim Turner kicked three field won the game. "I thought we
sas City's Chiefs was their victory over Houston and Cleve- goals, the last one a 42-yard had it won twice," said Nemland's stunner over Oakland. tiebreaker that ticked the eth. "It was poor officiating.
The combination moved KC crossbar on the way over, to C.aster was in both times."
Two field goals by Horst
into first place in the AFC West defeat the Steelers and take
Muhlrnann, the second from 51
and plummeted the Raiders to over second place in the AFC
West, just one-half game back
yards, won it for the Bengals.
third.
Mike Livingston tossed two of Kansas City.
The New York Giants ended
TD passes and scored another,
Harold Jackson caught four a seven-game losing streak, depiloting the Chiefs to a third passes for 117 yards from John feating St. Louis on a pair of
straight victory since taking Hadl and three of them went fourth-quarter TDs. Ron Johnover for injured Len Dawson. for touchdowns, leading Los son scored twice for the Giants.
Jim Plunkett passed for 348
Asked if the youngster might Angeles past San Francisco.
yards, leading New England
now be the Chiefs' No. 1 quar- Brodie found Jackson on TD
past Green Bay. Plunkett threw
terback, Coach Hank Strain passes that covered 25, 72 and
two TD passess and ran for ansaid: "Until Livingston proves 57 yards for the victory.
other while Jeff White kicked
otherwise, there's no question
- Washington's Curt Knight four field
goals.
about it."
kicked five field goals to beat
Detroit intercepted four ChiOakland cooperated by bow- Baltimore. Knight's
boots were cago passes and Larry Walton
ing to Cleveland with the from 35, 18,
37, 42 and 29 yards caught two TD
passes, helping
Browns scoring on
Mike and he hardly resembled
the the Lions defeat the Bears.
Phipps' seven-yard pass to Fair place kicker
who had slumped Dick Jauron returned
one of
so badly early this year.
the interceptions 95 yards for a
Dallas fell behind 10-0 against TD.
Philadelphia before roaring
Ron Smith returned a punt 84
back to defeat the Eagles. Walt yards for a San Diego TD and
Garrison scored two TDs and the Chargers defeated New Orset up another for the Cowboys, leans for their first victory tinwho broke Philadelphia down der new Coach Ron Waller. Bob
once quarterback Roman Ga- Howard's interception set up
briel was forced out of the San Diego's other score.
game with a bruised elbow.
Joe Namath, out since the
CANTON, Mass.( AP ) — Two
golfers at Ponkapoag's No. 2
course scored holes in one Sun1-4E SAID 9OMEIstiN6 AEOUT
day on the same hole — the par
HOW NEAT IT OAS LOALKING
AgOtINO JTh ELDVE5 ON
3, 125-yard 15th — and each
LOA FEET IN THE WINTER
used a pitching wedge, according to club pro Ken Campbell.
He said the first to ace the
hole was Tom Jones of Weymouth, Mass. Alex McLeish of
Dedham, Mass., who was in the
following foursome, turned the
same trick.
"We get a few holes in one on
the course every year," CampIT CEPTAINLY
NOW THE LID
bell said, "but this was a bit
GEE THAT'S
WOIN'T CLOSE
TERRIBLE'
unusual because last week two
Boston firemen in consecutive
foursomes did the same thing
SCOITY MORRIS,four year GM sea of Mr. and Mrs.
on the par 3 Ilth hole."
Phillip
Morris of Murray Route Two, was believed to be
the youngest
spectator-rider present for the motorcycle races held at
Linton in
The Big Ten has three new Trigg County during the weekend of November
10 and 11. He rides
coaches this season. They are his new mini mini Indian 50 bike just
presented him by his parents
Dennis Stolz at Michigan State, and his maternal
grandparents. Mr. and Mrs. Bobby G. Watson.
Alex Agase at Purdue and John
Trigg County Times photo
Pont at Northwestern.
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THE PHANTOM

Chicago Edges Improving Detroit
Pistons 104-102 In NBA On Sunday

BEATLE BAILEY
DARN

THE MAPLE
sygup ON MY WAFFLES
SPILLED OVER ONTO
MY FRIED EG6.5

THINK Ms' PLACE
MUST BE NAIZDEIZ tIO
PLEASE THAN HIS
PLACE
I.

seconds left to give Chicago its
winning margin.
Elsewhere in the NBA, the
Buffalo Braves beat the Capital
Bullets 112-101, the Los Angeles
Lakers downed the Cleveland
Cavaliers 102-100 and the
Seattle Supersonics defeated
the Philadelphia 76ers 95-91.
The Utah Stars shaded the
San Antonio Spurs 83-80 in the
only American Basketball Association contest played.
Chet Walker led the Bulls' attack with 28 points, Jerry Sloan
had 24 and Bob Love added 21.
Bob Lanier, whose two free
throws with 20 seconds left
gave Detroit its last lead of the
night, topped the Pistons with

By l'HE ASSOCIATED PRESS
The Chicago Bulls have won
14 baLlgarnes in 18 attempts
this season and Coach Dick
Motta thinks he knows why.
"Maybe we just have more
desire than some of the other
teams," said the fiery Motta.
"We play very hard, we dive
for loose balls, we just have
more desire."
Motta's Bulls have won more
than their share of squeakers
this National Basketball Association season and they pulled
another one out Sunday night,
edging the improvingDetroit
guard
Pistons 104-102. Ve
Norm Van Lier sa
20-foot
jump shot with just three
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Brad Davis rushed for 89
yards and scored on a 19-yard
run as LSU used a bruising
ground game to dispose of Mississippi State, which lost the
services of ace quarterback
Hockey Felker to a broken leg.
Felker had just recovered from
a broken finger.
Gary Rutledge scored once
and passed for two more touchdowns and Willie Shelby and
Duffy Boles returned punts for
touchdowns as the might Tide
continued to roll.
James Reed hammered out
137 yards and scored two touchdowns to spark Ole Miss to its
victory over the Vols.
Andy Johnson accounted for
three touchdowns in Georgia's
victory while Tulane's Steve
Foley scored twice, ran for 181
yards and passed for 58 to subdue Vandy.
Florida cashed in on six Kentucky turnovers to down the
Wildcats, as Sonny Collins was
held to only 71 yards rushing.
Mississippi State's Steve Jones
had 121 yards in 19 carries to
soar over the 1,000-yard mark
to join Collins at that plateau.
It marks the first time since
1549 that the SEC has had two
1,000-yard rushers in the same
year. In 1549, it was accomplished by John Dottley of Ole
Miss ;Ind Eddie Price of Tulane.
Tampa's Fred Solomon ran
for 229 yards and scored three
TDs but the Spartans fell to
Chattanooga on Mike Hogan's
last play touchdown and Mickey
Brokas' pass to Hogan for a twopoint conversion. Cam Bonifay
of Tech kicked ifeld goals of 42,
26. 22 and 46 yards.

WANT
ADS
2.Notce

FREE TRAILER space offered
27 points.
in yard of widow for couple or
The Bulls are off to a fast small family.
For information
start but still trail Milwaukee, phone
753-5708.
off to an even faster start, by
one game in the Midwest DiviWANTED IMMEDIATELY
sion, The Bucks are 15-3.
home
for 16 year old boy. For
Braves 112, Bullets 101
information
call
Buffalo center Bob McAdoo specific
for
Human
broke the game open with 10 Department
points in the first six minutes Resources, 753-5362, ask for
of the second half. He wound Ramona Roberts.
up with 43 points and ii
rebounds. The loss dropped the THE LYNNVILLE Shoe Store
Bullets a half-game behind and The Lynnville Furniture
first-place Atlanta in the Cen- Store will be open from 1:00 - 5:00
p.m. on Sundays now through
tral Division.
- Christmas. New furniture
Lakers 102, Cavaliers 100
arriving daily. Famous name
Los Angeles, still without in- brand shoes
for all the family.
jured All-Star guard Jerry
West,outscored the young Cavs •
•-•••••••••••••••••1
11-2 in the waning moments of
ADVERT1SINQ
the fourth quarter to pull it out.
:
• Aii diD
spElaAyDaLdls,
Gail Goodrich pumped in 30 •
points and Happy Hairston colNES
classified
lected 26 rebounds for the La- +display
and
regular
kers who won their third game :display, must be submitted
by 12 noon, the day before
in as many nights.
publication.
Soaks 95, Skiers 91
Fred Brown sank a basket • All reader classifieds.
ust be submitted by 4•
and a pair of foul shots in the
.m. the day before!
final 38 seconds to give Seattle
its winning margin. Brown tpublication.
•
wound up with 22 points while T••••••••••44•••••••*
teammate Spencer Haywood
WOULD THE person who hit a
led all scorers with 31.
1968 Pontiac-blue, Friday at 2:00
Stars 83, Spurs 80
A field goal by Zelmo Beaty p.m. at Parker's Grocery please
and foul shots by Willie Wise call 753-3730.
and Ron Boone down
the
stretch won it for Utah. Wise ie
wound up with 21 points as the
Ward
Stars topped San Antonio for
1203 Chestnut
the third straight time this seaSale Wednesday dellY
son.
10 percent oil all Returned
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Open I'll 7 00 P
Saturday's NBA results: Detroit 98, Buffalo 94; New York
100, Milwaukee 93; Capital 115,
Atlanta 109; Portland 96, Houston 87; Boston 123, Kansas CityWe wish to express our deep
Omaha 110; Los Angeles 130,
appreciation, and thanks to our...
-Moen& HO;
"IN, many friends, relatives, and
Golden State 106.
neighbors for the many kindSaturday's ABA results: New
nesses extended to us since our
York 115, Virginia 97;
h+me was destroyed by fire on
125, Utah 97; KentuckyCarolitabo
100, In- November I. A
special thanks is
diana 96; Denver 112, Memphis
extended to the Calloway County
102; San Antonio 118, San
Diego Fire-Rescue Squad
96.
Gary
Ellison
Family
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Tulane roared to a 24-3 conquest of Vandy after joing the
bowl lineup against Houston in
the Astro-Bluebonnet Bowl.
Georgia's victory kept alive
Bulldogs hopes of facing Maryland in the Peach BoWl, but
they must whip archrival Georgia Tech on Dec. 1 to get the
bid.
In other action Saturday,
Florida trimmed Kentucky 2018, Georgia Tech nudged Navy
26-22, South Carolina demolished Florida State 52-12, Chattanooga upset Tampa 25-24,
Memphis State buried Southwestern Louisiana 41-6 and
Southern Mississippi blanked
West Texas State 28-0.
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In loving memory of my husband
M. Ray Smith who passed away
one year ago the 19th of
November.
Memory is a treagore no one can
steal,
There has been heartaches and
SOITMW

turday,
ucky 20ed Navy
demo12, Chat25-24,
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And the days have been so long.
But your family will not forget
you,
No matter how long you're gone.
Sadly missed by wife and
children, The Smiths.
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It With A Classified

6. Help Wanted

1111111111111111111111111111

Another

Call
753-1916

View

Dwain Taylor Corner

THREE BEDROOM house near
Jonathan Creek on Highway 68.
Phone 354-8395.

OPENING FOR Cook, full time ARE YOU interested in selling
employment. Good salary, ap- your farm. We .hive cases daily
proximately 35 hours per week. for all types of farms. We have
Contact Seven Seas Restaurant the buyers who are interested.
Highway 641 North. Formerly Contact Wilson Real Estate 753Captain's Kitchen.
=3; Wayne Wilson, broker, 753realtor
5088; Loretta Job
CHRISTMAS ISN'T that far associate 753-8079; Ronnie Pea,
away! Let Avon help you make 435-5792.
holiday money. As an Avon
Representative, you can earn
extra cash-and it's easy and APPROXIMATELY lu acres,
fun! Call or write Glenda Duke, non tillable land, five or six miles
P.O. Box 3247, Paducah, Ky. from Murray. Phone 492.4837
8:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m.
42001, 443-3366.

UNFURNISHED THREE
bedroom house, $125.00 per
month. Phone 753-9842 or 7535819.
three
SYCAMORE,
609
bedrooms, two baths, carpeted,
electric heat, air conditioned.
Garden spot. References and
deposit required. $140.00. Phone
753-2835 after 5:00 p.m. 753-2376.

I WILL be buying all kinds of furs
again this season. Thanks for last
year's business. Highway 641
South, 2 miles from shopping
center, Murray, Kentucky.
Douglas Shoemaker, Phone 7533375

MINIATURE BLACK poodle RADIO-TELETYPE Operators,
knowing No Exp. required. Good salary,
Anyone
lost.
whereabouts of dog, call 753-3886. many
benefits, Now
interviewing, 18-35. Two year
enlistment. Call Army Op6. Help Wanted
portunities. Call Collect 247-4525.
WANTED MOBILE home service man. Experienced only MECHANIC TRAINEE, No Exp.
apply. Bill's Mobile Home, High- required. Good Salary, many ANY U.S. silver coins, also
benefits. Two year enlistment. collections, one piece or more.
way 841, Murray.
Call Army Opportunities, Call Phone Bill Harris, 753-6328.
Collect 247-4525.

1973 El CaMil10, air, power steering, power brakes, 350
engine, automatic transmission. $3175.88.
"Where Better Deals Are Taylor Made"
Hazel Hwy.

SIX ROOM house, furnished,
located at 109 S. 12th Street
$100.00 per month. Available now.
can 753-433L

ii.moto9s*

Phone 753-2617
51. Services 00111111L.„,„

HAR LE Y DAVIDSON motorjFREE ESTIMATE on septic tank
cycle, 65cc, under 2,000 miles. installation. Phone 753-7850. TFC
Good condition. $200.00. Phone
1THI5 COULD )3E 11-1E DRIP HEART?
753-7276.
ELECTRONIC ORGAN service,
AROUND IHE WORLD."
all
makes
and
models.
Authorized Baldwin service.
.9:11rnent
P...,,40!t119
.
TO
1972
SUZUKI 350, good condition. Phone HopkinsvWe 886-1877 or
MUSICIANS. Good salary, many WANT
BUY large farm'with
house,
Must sell due to leaving town. after
CRAFT AND rummage sale,
Full time person who is
benefits, now interviewing 18-35. °r without
in
5:00 p.m. Cadiz 5224680.
Calloway
141
/
2
,
CHEROKEE
boat,
trailer,
Will take best offer. Phone 753cou Amy opportunities, call County. Phone 762-2557.
sponsored
by
willing to work hard with
Sunshine
18 H.P. Johnson motor, one Homemakers
0713.
Club on Friday,
worlds largest discount
Collect 247-4525.
swivel seat. Phone 7534885 after November 23 from
7:00 a.m. - 641 PET Shop, 7 miles north of
shoe company. Above
GUTTERING BY Sears. Sears
5:30 p.m.
4:00 p.m. at American Legion Murray, Kentucky. Irish Setter
minimum wage salary, 35
seamless gutters, installed per
MISSILES MAINTENANCEMIIIMI
4::
Building.
hours weekly maybe more.
your specifications. Call Larry
Jobs. No experience required.
puppies, tiny toy poodles,
Good sleety, excellent benefits. TRUCK LOAD tire sale. Custom
cockers,chihuahuas, gerbles and BUICK SKYLARK-1968, one Lyles at 753-2310 for free
Rebuilt,
18'
PONTOON
boat,
Apply in persoo to
TFC
Now interviewing, 18-35, Two, Premium 4 ply polyester white
hampsters, fish and supplies. owner, 54,000 actual miles. estimate
pontoons filled with styrafoam. 25.BIS*
Big K Shoe Department
Radial tires, also snow tires.
year enlistment. Call Army wall:
A BUSINESS without a sign is a Phone 753-1862 or 753-9457.
great
duck
blind.
Call
753Make
See Mr. Terhune
Phone 753-3976 after 6:00 p.m.
Opportunities, can collect 247_ F18x14" or 15"-418.88 + 92.27
ROY HARMON'S Carpenter
sign of no business. Hanna Sign
G78114" or 15"-$19.67 + $2.80 9349 after 5:00 p.m.
Shop (old ice plant). Complete
4525.
ARC REGISTERED toy poodle
Company,
753-8346.
TFC
H78x14" or 15"-$20.52 + $3.01
and
repairs,
puppies, "apricot, males and DODGE SEDAN-1950. Fine remodeling
SYLVANIA TV attendants for
TRAINEE, paid L78x14" or 15"-$21.93 + $3,31
PHARMACY
females. Also ARC registered condition. Second owner. Phone cabinets, paneling, doors, forCounty
Murray
Calloway
mica work, finish carpentry,
Training. Good emery, Nitwits Wide 60 series with raised white
German shepherd puppies. 753- 753-5668.
Hospital area no experience
G.E.CLEARANCE Sa1a-8 track
contracting.
Phone 753-4124 or
plus,
Two
year
enlistment.
Now
letters'
0957.
required. Must be able to meet
1971 FORD Country Sedan, six 753-0790 nights.
1ee__427.63 + $2.89 stereo tape players. Automatic CLEARANCE SALE, G.E. multithe public and keep accurate interviewing, 18-35, Call ArmytGgox14e.oe
record changer, audio systems, band radios.
passenger station wagon. Power
records. Highly motivated person Opportunities, Call Collect 247-gio
duo-mode systems, tri-mode 3 band models P-4920. Regular ARC REGISTERED German and air. Dark green
4525.
$3.49
with saddle SIGNS PAINTED Phone 436-2107
+
15"-$31.79
or
L60x14"
will get this permanent part-time
systems, four channel sound $36.95, Sale Price $29.88. 5 band shepherd puppies, 6 weeks old. interior. Clean 753-7228.
after 5:00 p.m.
GR70
position. For interview, write to
systems, FM-AM-FM stereo models P-4950, Regular $49.95. Phone 753-7140 after 5:00 p.m
RADAR
&
ELECTRONICsteele
Radial
white
wall,
the
number.
Box 32D, Include phone
Sale Price 938.88. 7 band models
receiver. While they last.
FORD PICKUP-l961, six NEED JOB! I have experience in
JOBS, No exp. required. Two 40,000 mile tire:
Do not contact hospital!.
year enlistment. Good salarY,GR'70x14" or 15"--$36.31 + $3.08 Model-Reg. Price-Sale Price P-4980. Regular $124.95. Sale JUST IN time for Christmas. cylinder, in good condition, Plumbing, carpentry and wiring,
M-8616 $62.95 $49.88
Price $89.88. 8 band models Pphone
many benefits. Now
in-mimic, or j5"-$37.S0 + $3.33
Beautiful ARC registered toy $300.00
SC2705
$124.95 $99.95
SMALL ENGINE mechanic.
4960. Regular $69.95. Sale Price
4374562.
Phone
.
o753-36
bred
29 ahamPsh
fter 1 1:00
ire
Call Army LR70x14" or 15"-$39.47 + $3,70
puppies, 7 weeks old. gilt.s. Ph
Pekingese
terviewing,
1845.
SC2005 $124.95 9109.95
Experience necessary. Must Opportunities, Call Collect 247$49.88. 12 band models P-4990.
WILL DO trash and brush
Also one ARC toy white Poodle a.m.
Benton,
Highway
68,
Sales,
Roby
SC2015
Price
have own tools. Write to P.O. Box 4525.
$159.95 $126.95
Regular $199.95. Sale
hauling. Reasonable rates. Phone
puppy. Phone 753-4469.
Kentucky
SC2305 $199.95 $164.95
32-L, Murray, Ky.
$139.88. Roby Sales, Highway 68,
CHEVROLET IMPALA-1966, 7516130
TFC
SC3300 $209.95 $168.95
Benton
Kentucky.
blue. Stereo tape player included.
WANTED
EXPERIENCED PLUMBER TRAINEE, Paid
THREE YEAR old male squirrel
SC3205 $259.95 $199.95
534E
832
:E'
ipaSintIiNTEp
ng Rilione
OR 7&
$300.00. Phone 767-4453 after 6:00 WILLIE'S
tractor trailer driver. Apply in training, good salary, many POOL TABLF-S-e: price sale, 40 watts peak music,
dog. Phone 753-4869.
power on 27. Mobile Home Sales
person to Mr. Waller at Paschall benefits. Now interviewing 18-35. while they last. 44", regular our most deluxe set.
Roby Sales,
from 8:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. and
Truck Lines. "An equal op- Two year enlistment. Call Army 924.88, now only $12.43. 60", Highway 68,
Benton, Kentucky. MOBILE HOME 10 by 50, natural
Opportunities, Call Collect 247- regular $49.60, now only $24.80.
portunity employer."
VOLKSWAGEN VAN-1970, A-1 753-7484 after 4:30 p.m. for free
Public
Sales
gas, Fox Meadows D-2, $2,600 or
4525.
condition, $1895.00. 35mm "limalea'
Roby Sales, Highway 68, Benton,
TUNING-repair- best offer. 753-0518.
'PIANO
AUCTION SALE,. Saturday, camera with all accessories, TIMBER-LODGE on TennKentucky.
TRACTOR TRAILER driver COMMUNICATIONS JOBS, No
rebuilding. Prompt expert serNovember 17, 10:00 a.m. at the $350.00. Phone 4364384.
Tucky Lake, Route 1, Springville,
wanted,over the road. Must have exp. required. Paid training. Two
sale. Ben 60 by 12 HOUSE Trailer on large late R.P. Bevins home, three
MOBILE HOMES underpenned. vice. Rebuilt pianos for
Tennessee, will build complete
private
lot
in
Blood
River
SubKentucky.
experience. Phone 436-2252.
year enlistment. Excellent Phone 753-3938 or 753-5461
W. Dyer, Murray,
miles south of Sedalia, Kentucky
!fireplaces, starting at only
division.
Call
436-2427.
TFC
Phone 753-8911
beneath, Now interviewing 11-35.
on the Lynnville Highway. Will DODGE POLARA--1964 R.H., $69/00. Selection of stones
LAW ENFORCEMENT. No Call Army Opportunities, Call
sell a lot of nice antique and air conditioned, white wall tires available. Satisfaction
FIREWOOD-cut to order.
Experience required. Good Collect 247-4525.
EXTRA NICE 8'x35' trailer, usable furniture, a collection of $375.00. Phone 492-8214.
guaranteed. Phone 901-593Phone 436-2382 or 753-5145.
23. Exterminating
salary, many benefits. Two year
carpeted and air. Boyd's Trailer good depression glass, lots of old
TFC
3534.
enlistment. Now interviewing, 18- COOKS. PAID training. No exp.
collector's items. Also a large lot'CHEVROLET DUMP truckPest Park, Highway 94 East.
REFINISHING
&
35. Call Army Opportunities, Call required. Good salary, many LOOKING FOR an unusual gift? KELLY'S TERMITE and
JERRY'S
1963,
V-8,
price
$750.00.
Phone
of shop, garden and hand tools,
Give an art piece sculptured by Control, phone 753-3914, 100 South
collect 247-4525.
474-2378.
Custom Built Furniture, 8 miles
benefits. Just two year enlistfeeder,
hog
tired
wagon,
rubber
nature; varnished and hand 13th Street "Every day you MOBILE HOME-1966, 10' x 51'.
South of Murray on Hwy. 641.
//tient. Now interviewing 18-35,
Warm Morning and oil stove,
GOOD EXPERIENCED and Call Army Opportunities, Call polished driftwood with assorted delay lets bugs have their way," Phone 437-4167 after 5:00 p.m. space will not permit me to
Jerry McCoy, owner. (502) 492decorations. Phone 753-2415 or
TFC
reliable body man wanted. 753- Collect 247-4525.
1
11837
little
item.
This
is
itemize
every
FOR
THE
best in pest control
see at 1628 Farmer Ave.
1
JOHN'S
8035.
REPAIR
1972
Service.
ATLANTIC
12'
x
60'
mobile
mer
sale.
The
not a dealer's
service and termite control call
SLAESMAN WANTED, ex- AIR COMPRESSOR, l'ei H.P.- Superior Exterminating Com- home,two bedrooms, all electric, chandise has been handed dowr Plumbing-electrical-roofing and SEAM1ES.S GUTTERS, baked
with
central heat and air. Phone in the Bevins family for years carpentry. Phone 753-5897 days or on enamel finish, guaranteed 30
perience helpful, but not Curtis, upright. Perfect con- pany. 753-7286,
TFcl
Help Wanted
753-7625 nights.
TFC years. For free detailed estimate
247-5344.
necessary. Apply at Bill's Mobile dition. See at 515 South 4th or
Come expecting a good all day,
phone Atkins Gutter service,
Homes, Highway 641 South.
phone 753-5500.
LICENSED ELECTRICIAN. Murray 753-8407 or 753-8992.
1963 MODEL Mobile home, 10' x sale.
For information phone Chester Having trouble getting those
FALL FENCE sale, now through 50', two bedrooms. Must sell & Miller Auction Service 435-4042 small jobs done? Call Ernest
B C CONSTRUCTION, Complete
Hatcher,
LOFTY
PILE,
free
from
soil
is
The makers of Lysol and 0111111111111111
November 28. For free estimate Immediately. Call A.R.
White 753-0605.
or 435-4872.
basements, ready to live 4 if
753Murray
or
phone
Bank
of
carpet
the
cleaned
with
MenBlue
other fine industrial
IN
INTERESTED
Call Larry Lyles at Sears, 753wanted,
garages,
patios,
3184.
products has a sales
chandising, B.S. in Home Lustre. Rent elecinc shampooer 2310
aluminum
BUILDING,
GARAGE
sidewalks, retaining walls
43.
Real
Estate
position for an individual to
Economics desire Sunday off, $1.00. Kwik-Pik Market, Five
siding, carports and additions. driveways, etc. Also backhoe
TOW BAR and accessories, $60.00
cover the local area. You'll
29.,Mobile Home Rentals
Willing to learn. Please call 753- Points.
Now is the time to build. Call work. Call 437-4734 or 437-4765.
or best offer. Phone 753-4646.
20
ACRE
strip
of
land
on
blacktop
demonstrate and sell our
9872,
Collect Mayfield 247-7672.
so easy, BATTERIES $8.95 to $14.95. Any FOX MEADOWS and Coach road. Phone 489-2560.
new,
RUGS,
like
AN
industrial
cleaning
SCARBOROUGH PLUMBING &
to do with Blue Lustre. Rent car, discount to dealers. Atomic Estates Mobile Horne Parks.
products, floor finishes and
offers
24
hour
electric shampooer $1.00. Big K, batteries, 401 North 4th Street, Small parks. Superior acFOR ALL ;our additions- Electric
disinfectants to industry,
Fir
emergency service for well
Betake Shopping Center.
or
residential
remodeling,
Spare
Murray,
Residential
area
schools and government
753-8572.
cash?
commodations.
EXTRA
NEED
BEAUTIFUL WOODED lot 141' x commercial. New or old. Free pumps, plumbing and electrical
South 16th Street, 753-3855
agencies. All sales through
Time! Details, sample free.
204' on U.S. Highway 641 South. estimates. Call 7534123.
,1969 CHEVY H, Nova SS, body
TFC problems. Phone 753-5543.
distributors.. no deliveries
Rosebud Sykes, 408 South 4th FOR YOUR insurance needs for
For new home or mobile home
only. In good condition, nice
or collections to worry
Street.
owner, interior. 1967 Chevelle, new 4
automobile, home
kulOWILL )110 baby-sitting in my
Phone owner 753-0774.
31. Want To Rent
about.
BULLDOZER WORK; true
. home w&kdays. phone 753.7628.
business, farm, mobile homes, speed transmission. New 396-.375
contact Wilson Insurance & Real HP engine, 100 per cent LOCAL COUPLE wants to rent $10.00 DOWN and $10.00 per also bank gravel, fill dirt and
In addition to high comEstate, phone 753-3263.
guaranteed. Body average, could unfurnished two bedroom house month will buy a large wooded lot topsoil. Phone Hardin' 354-8138
' I WILL keep up to three babies or
missions, we offer exINSURANCE: NEW mobile
be
repaired cheap. Can be seen at or apartment. Phone 753-4759 at Keniana Shores. Lake access- or 3544161, after 5:00 p.m. TFC small children in my home.
cellent fringe benefits and
home coverage to qualified risk,
central water-all weather
Walston Auto Repair Dixieland after 5:00 p.m.
Phone 753-7276.
advancement
opwith or without deductible, low
streets. Phone 436-5320 or 436- CARPETS PROFF-SSIONALLY
Shopping
Center,
Murray.
portunities.
rates, excellent claim service.
steam
cleaned.
Phone
Carpet
2473.
When you see me, don't think of KENMORE AUTOMATIC
32. Apartments 01 Rent
Master 489-2504.
TFC
For Immediate In- insurance, but when you think of Washer, good condition, $30.00. FIREPLACE WOOD. Phone 7534147, or 436-2390.
bedroom
UNFURNISHED TWO
terview
rTIMBER-LODGE of Tenn45. Farms For Sale
insurance see me. Harding Call 436-5533.
duplex aparment to couple or
'Ducky lake, Route 1, Springville,
Call Collect Mon. &
alloway Insurance & Realty,
GOOD UPRIGHT piano; 38"
couple with one child. Call 492- 37 ACRE farm, two bedroom Tennessee will do your stone
phone 753-5842.
Tues. 9-5 p.m.
MAHOGANY DUNCAN Phyfe Hotpoint electric range; small 8225.
house, 2 car garage on 641 North. work. Large selections of stone,
Mr. M. Kutzko, (502)
drop leaf table and four chairs. Hotpint refrigerator; small
Phone 753-3645 after 4.30 p.m. 'Phone 901-593-3534.
TEC
13. For Sale Or Trade
Living room suite. Good con- portable electric heater. Phone
443-7521
APARTMENT,
FURNISHED
753-4955.
DOZER SERVICE 0--6 caterTWO GOOD cheap homes, No. 1 dition. Phone 753-0226.
one bedroom,air conditioned, V.'s 46. Homes For Sale
pillar. Phone 753-9807.
is in the city with all city utilities,
out on 121. Couple or single
Gerrald Boyd, °wry
on good lot, gas heat. Price in 25 CUBIC foot Admiral com- WOOD FOR sale, will deliver miles
bedroom
753-3139 or 753-4064. REDUCED THREE
Phone
boy.
Phone
438-2263.
only $6,400.
bination
freezer
and
209 S. 7th, Murray
brick, two baths, central heat and
EXPERIENCED ROOFER, will
No. 2 is on Highway 121, in refrigerator side by side, $149.00.
Lehn & Fink Industrial
air, built-in dishwasher. A good
3-1751
do house for $19.00 a sauare and
Coldwater, newly decorated new See at Ward EllEMS
Products
FIREWOOD FOR sale Phune ONE BEDROOM furnished buy. Phone 753-8416.
patch
furnish
do
air
shingles,
Also
heat
and
electric
apartment,
lot.
Price
water,
large
bath, city
Div. of Sterling Drug, Inc.
753-7580.
Jobs. Call 753-8569.
conditioned. Close to university.
$0000.00 or will trade for small
WILL DO baby sitting in my
753-4478 or 753- ENJOY COUNTRY living in a
Phone
nice.
Real
acreage.
An Equal Opportunity
four bedroom house, located four
ROY'S LOCKSMITH Servic.:,, borne or yours, day or night. For
Call Galloway Insurance and
Employer M-F
miles from Murray, on Highway Phone
ALUMINUM
information phone 489-2690.
Paris,642-6551
GOLDEN TOUCH & Sew, model
Realty Agency, 753-5842.
DELUXE TWO bedroom un- 94 west. Phone 753-7791.
TF't
SIDING
750 by Singer, 2 years old, half
furnished apartment. Central
.••••••••••OOOOO••••••••••••••••••••OOOOO
original price. See at Murray
heat and air, built-ins, tile bath,
•
• Singer Sewing Center, Belaire
•
o
te
Free Mainnance
*
*
N
-O
-T
carpeted, references required.
-l-C
-E
*
*
•
•
•
More Painting
Center.
Phone 753-7724 or 753-2409
• Shopping
We cover all wood It will
evenings
BY OWNER
For the convenience of the Citizens of
cut 30 per-cent off your
F'our bedroom brick house
SALE-Sewing
CLEARANCE
heat bill.
on deep lot. Two baths,
Murray and Calloway County. .
• machines. Brother heavy duty,
FURNISHED ONE bedroom
•
living room, dining room,
i38I,
nUrhbet
Model
MU
sire
t000th„
per
r5:89,
Part/befit,will be CLOSED through the month of December,:
with.
pafieitid
• Regular $79.95, now only $44.97.
Phone 753-9842 or 753-5819.
. mews
fireplace, kitchen, with lots
: January and February and will REOPEN MARCH : Heavy duty zig sag, model /121,
Be From: 7-4 Monday thru Friday
•
of cabinets, full basement.
• Regular $99.95, now only, 963.56.
bedroom
FOUR
FURNISHED,
Possession
with
deed.
: 1, 1974.
• Deluxe rig sag model number
7-12 Noon Saturday
•
Located at 512 Broad.
•
efficiency apartments near
only SMALL TRAILER, will haul golf and
•
now
751,
regular
$159.95,
Cash
Price
820,000.00
CLOSED SUNDAY & HOLIDAYS
We Thank You for Your Patronage
university. Ideal for students,
Sales, Highway 68, cart or lawn mower Phone 753Phone 753-3953
.•••••••••••••••••00••••••••••••••••••••••13 $114.37. Roby
phone 753-7575.
Starting September 1, 1973
6000
Benton. Kentucky.

I

WANTED

24. Misaillansoes

POLLED HEREFORDS, Herd
Sire, three other young bulls,
Cows and calves. Bred and open
heifers. Must liquify my pure
bred herd. C.S. Edwards, Rte 8,
Box 1154, Green Plains Road.
Phone 753-2579.

111111111111111111110

-Id Can & Trude

SLUM=Offered

ce offered
r couple or
information

DIATELY
d boy. For
tion
call
Human
2, ask for

Shoe Store
Furniture
1:00 - 5:00
ow through
furniture
name
e family.

classified
regular
ubmitted
y before
ssifieds•
by 4
before
•
***Ns
n who hit a
iday at 2:00
ocery please

Ward
y only

Returned
00 P M

our deep
k..s, to our ..
labves, and
many kindus since our
by fire on
al thanks is
oway County
Family

SALES
REPRESENTATIVE

24.likaihmeous

*AM=

44.tots

Ule

Complete
Radiator 8,
Heater Repair
SHOLAR
AUTO REPAIR

NATIONAL
LABORATORIES

IlLtniklikehines

PINE BLUFF SHORES
RESTAURANT

FOR SALE

Will

The.Land fill-Hours
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Crash Near
Glasgow Kills
Two Persons

Deaths and Funerals '
Joe Paul Willie
Funeral Services
Held On Sunday

MONDAY, NOVEMBER 19, 1873

Stanley A. Dodd,
Fisherman, Dies
Here At Hospital

Funeral services for Joe Paul
Stanley A. Dodd of Murray
Willie of Benton, who died in a
one car accident at the in- Route Six died Sunday at 3:15
tersection of Highways 121 p.m. at the Murray-Calloway
(Mayfield Road) and 783 County Hospital. He was 59
(Penny-Airport Road) in years of age and his death
Calloway County on Friday followed an extended illness.
Mr. Dodd was a commercial
night, were held Sunday at two
p.m at the Filbeck and Cann fisherman and was a member of
Funeral Home, Benton, with the Green Plain Church of
Rev. William Sullivan, Rev. Christ. He was born September
Mitch Larnpkins, and Rev. John 29, 1914, in Calloway County.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Carney officiating.
Pallbearers were Scott Acuff, Nell Swift Dodd of Murray
Frank Overby, Jim Adamson, Route Six; parents, Mr. and
Ron Thompson, Mike Murphy, Mrs. B. Clifford Dodd of Murray
and Rick Warmath. Burial was Route Four; one step daughter,
in the Marshall County Memory Mrs. Jerry (Carolyn) Carson of
Hopkinsville; two stepsons,
Gardens.
MSU FIRST FAMILY—Dr. Constantine W. Curris, president of Murray State
Willie, age 18, was a member Jimmy Cole of New Concord
University, is
of the First Baptist Church, and Donald Cole of Norfolk, flanked by members of his family following his inauguration as the school's sixth president Monday,
Va.; one sister, Mrs. J.H. Nov. 12. Next to him are his parents, Mr. and Mrs. William ('urns of Lexington.
Benton, and was an employe of
Also shown are his
Shelton's Shop Rite at Benton. ( Audie Mae) Nix, South 16th sister, Miss Niki Curris, a teacher in Largo, Fla., and a great-uncle, Aanos Mickas, of Toronto, Ont.,
Street,
Murray)
eight step Canada. They are standing at the steps of Oakhurst, the presidential residence on the
Survivors are his parents, Mr.
campus since
1937.
and Mrs, Fred Willie of Benton; grandchildren.
The
funeral
will
be
held
one sister, Miss Leta Gail Willie
of Murray; two brothers, Mike Tuesday at two p.m. at the
chapel of the Blalock-Coleman
Willie of Murray and David
ixon . • • (Continued from Page 1)
Willie of Benton; grandparents, Funeral Home with Bro. Tipton
After a week of private hudGiving his version of some of
Wilcox
and
Bro. Hollis Miller
Mr. and Mrs. Otis Willie of
dles in Washington with con- the
most controversial WaterBenton Route Eight and Mr. officiating.
gressional Republicans and se- gate-related
Pallbearers will be Odell
matters, in reand Mrs. Newt Coursey of
lected southern Democrats, sponse
Williams, James Lee Darnell,
to questions from the
Circuit Court Clerk James Nixon
Calvert City.
has gone public with a assembled editors,
Lester Donelson, Preston Orr, Blarock has been awarded the
Nixon acWatergate counterattack that is knowledged
Jerry Hicks, and Coffield Meritorious Service Award for
for the first time
expected to produce more pub- he
paid nominal federal income
Vance. Burial will be in the outstanding community service
lic appearances, sessions with taxes —
Murray Cemetery.
apparently less than
for his participation in the the news
media and presiden- $1,060 — in 1970
Friends may call at the Passport Application Acand 1971. But
statements.
tial
funeral home.
he said his 1969 taxes were
ceptance program, according to
Nixon's decision to go march- $79.000.
The funeral for Mrs Lois
Frances G. Knight, director of ing
through Georgia, officially
Smith Holland of Murray Route
Former President Lyndon B.
the U.S. Passport Office.
to honor the 90th birthday of re- Johnson
Three, widow of Curt Holland,
advised him, said Nixtired bemocratic Rep. Carl on,
was held Sunday at 2:30 p.m. at
to donate his vice presidenVinson and the 100th anniversathe chapel of the Blalocktial papers to the government
ry of the Mercer University
Coleman Funeral Home with
and claim tax deductions for
Law School, was made within
Rev. Eura Mathis and Rev.
their appraised value, a pracrecent days.
Heyward Roberts officiating.
tice formerly permitted but
Mrs. Barney (Opha) Futrell,
In similar fashion, the Presi- now barred.
Nixon said he actdent gave little advance notice
Serving as pallbearers were of Murray Route Seven died
ed
before
the
ban went into efSaturday
at 4:30 p.m. at the
of his Saturday TV-radio apMerritt
Lawson; Randy
fect and "no question has been
Murray-Ca
lloway
County
pearance
at
the
Disney World, raised by the Internal
Lawson, Thomas Gene Smith,
Revenue
Fla., convention of The AssociMike Farley, Elbert Outland, Hospital. She was 67 years of
about it ..."
age
and
her death followed an
ated Press Managing Editors
and Roger Hutson. Burial was
Nixon said again, at the outillness of one week.
Association.
in the Palestine Cemetery.
set of the news conference, that
The
deceased
was
a
member
Both stops, plus a Tuesday
Mrs. Holland, age 54, died
he will not resign "as long as I
stopover at a Republican goverFriday at 7:15 p.m. at the of the Sinking Spring Baptist
am physically able to handle
Church.
Born
October
31,
1906,
nors
conference
in
Memphis en the position ..."
Murray-Calloway County
route back to Washington, were
Hospital. She was a member of in Stewart County, Tenn., she
At the end the President
was
the
daughter
of the late
fitted quickly into the blueprint
the
Liberty
Cumberland
urged the TV networks to let
for Nixon's most ambitious efPresbyterian Church. Born Thomas Jackson and Callie
the broadcast continue past the
Smith Jackson.
fort yet to dispel the Watergate
December 24, 1888, in C-allovray
scheduled
hour — and it did —
Survivors
are
her
husband,
cloud that has enveloped him.
County sbe was the daughter of
so he could answer suggestions
The President drew his bigthe late Elias Smith and Emma Barney Futrell of Murray Route
he hiked milk price supports in
gest crowd, generously estiMiller Smith. She was preceded Seven; two daughters, Mrs.
return for campaign contribuJames
Blalock
James
(June)
Pritchett
and
mated at up to 20,000, upon arin death by one sister. Mrs.
Mrs. Willard (Gillis) Knott,
The award was established by rival Sunday at Robins Air tions.
lillie McDaniel, on 1966.
She is survived by one both of Dexter Route One; five Miss Knight to give recognition Force Base near Macon. After
brother, Tremon Smith of sons, Vernon, Lanis, Frank, and for the service of county officers being presented with petitions
Murray Route Three; two Glen Futrell all of Murray who have cooperated with the of support bearing 37,000 signanieces, Mrs. Thomas (Willie Route Seven, and Wavel Futrell passport office in accepting tures, Nixon made a stump
Mae) McCuistion of Murray of Hammond, In., two sisters, passport applications from area speech that, in parts, was a
carbon copy of some he delivRoute Six and Mrs. Merritt Mrs. Ethel Cherry and Mrs. citizens.
The clerks accept the ered during the 1972 campaign
(Emma Dean) Lawson of Vivan Perry, both of Nashville,
Murray Route Eight; three Tenn.; one brother, Henry responsibility and do this work that won him a landslide victonephews, Thomas Gene Smith Jackson of Murray; nine through voluntary action, Miss ry. For instance:
Knight said. It is not a man"Let me tell you that, beof Lone Oak, Eukley Roberts of grandchildren.
Richard Farrell, president of
Funeral services are being datory function of the office.
cause we have opened commu- the Murray Rotary Club, anBenton,and Prentice Roberts of
held
today
at
two
p.m.
at
the
The letter from Miss Knight nication with countries that we nounced today that an office for
Chicago, Ill.; four great nieces;
chapel of the Max Churchill notifying Blalock of the award completely disagree
four great nephews.
with in the Christmas Auction and
Funeral Home with Rev. Wade reads in part. "The entire staff philosophy, the People's
Repub- Parade is now being set up and
Cunningham and Rev. Lawson of this office joins me in lic of China and
the Soviet Un- appealed to the citizens of
Williamson officiating.
thanking you, your deputies and ion, I believe that we can build Murray arid Calloway County to
Pallbearers are Ted Futrell, assistants for the service and a peace that will last, not just donate items for auction.
Leon Futrell, William Cherry, cooperation you have given, not 10 years, but will last for a gen"We are again setting up the
J.T. Jackson, Bill Lambert, and only to us, but to the citizens of eration and more ..."
old Kuhn's store premises on
The Dorian Woodwind Quintet Willard Knott. Burial will be in your community as well "
For the President, the week- the west side of the square as
will be presented in a concert at the Murray Memorial Gardens.
end's big event, however, was the site for the December 1
the Paducah Tilghman High
the Saturday appearance at the auction" said Farrell. "A big
School auditorium, Paducah,
,APME convention. There he de- sign has been painted on the
tonight (Monday) at 8:15 p.m.
clared to his TV-radio au- window to make it easy to find."
Officials said this was one of
dience"We ask all citizens to gather
the major quintets in the United
-I made my mistakes, but in up unwanted articles of value
Prices of stocks of local inStates and present impeccable
all my years of public life, I for donation to the auction. We
terest at noon today, furnished
music.
have never profited from public can use items of many kinds—
to
the
airs.
Joe
Sledd
Ledger
has
&
been
Times by I. M
Local persons may attend by
service. I have earned every furniture and furnishings,
elected as president of the
presenting their membership Simon Co are as follows:
cent. And iri all my years of appliances, hardware, building
Calloway County 4-H Council to
12% +
cards of the Murray Civic Music Airco
public life, I have never ob- materials, toys, games, sporserve
for
the
corning
year.
Am.
Dan
Motors
Association.
8/
1
4 -/
1
4
structed justice .
ting goods, auto accessories,
A.T. &T.
46% -1 Shipley is the retiring president.
"People have got to know, tricycles and bicycles, kitchen
Ashland Oil
Other
officers
253/4 -11
elected for next whether or not their president
/
2
and camping equipment,
OAKS BRIDGE
Boise Cascade
14 -% year were Dr. Elwood Brown, is a crook. Well, I am not a
The regular bridge session, Ford
garden and lawn tools, etc. In
431
/
4 -2% vice-president; Mrs. Dorothy crook ..."
scheduled Wednesday at the Gen.
fact, anything of value except
Motors
55 -2% Kernell, secretary; Dan
Oaks Country Club, has been Gen, Tire
soft goods—no clothing or
15% -3/4 Shipley, treasurer. Arlie Scott
cancelled
due
shoes."
to
the Goodrich
was
chairman
181
/
4
-%
of
the
Thanksgiving holidays, ac- Gulf Oil
"This auction" Farrell
(Continued from Page 1)
22 -1 nominating committee.
cording to Sue McDougal, Pennwalt
continued "is a wonderfully
bloody end to the four-day (),
20% -1
/
4
bridge hostess.
simple but effective way of
At the meeting of the council, cupation of
Tappan
8/
1
2 UNC
the Athens Poly converting
articles which inDianne
Harrison, teen member, technic Institute.
Quaker Oats
32/
1
2 -1
dividual persons no longer want
gave a report on 4-H Week
The identities of the leader,
or need into funds to be used for
activities. She said news ar- of the occupation
have not been urgent civic and
charitable
ticles, radio programs, posters disclosed,
but many of those
needs of our community."
and exhibits were used to seen
clashing with police at the
Further details regarding the
promote the week's observance. institute
were well past univer- collection of auction
(FORMERLY VAL ENTINE PRINTINGI
items were
sity
age.
The
Mrs.
government
Maxine
Scott reported
has provided by Pete Waldrop,
A DIVISION OF WINCHESTER PRINTING SERVICES. INC
on the Area Forum held at called the demonstrators an- general chairman, and
Forrest
Paducah which was attended by archists.
chairman of the pick-up
-WAIT
WHILE-YOU
Several leading politicians, Priddy,
twenty-one persons from
1 TO 1,000 COPIES
committee. They said that for
including the last pre-coup'preCalloway County.
PRINTING AND
convenience of everyone
the
mier, Panayotis Cariellopoulos,
Camera Ready Copy Only.
who wished to give, the old
Chosen to represent the Teen have
DUPLICATING
publicly stated their supClub on the council were Andy port
store premises would be
for the demonstrators. Ca- Kuhn
staffed by volunteers
Coles and Renee Sledd.
and
open
nellopoulos,however,expressed
Monday through Friday during
It was announced that the
reservations about some of
Talent Show will be held in the their
the week of November 26-30
slogans, including their
spring. Calloway County will be call
from
8 a.m. to 5:30 p.m.
for an end to the U.S. miliresponsible for the Area Rally tary
"We hope that many people
presence in Greece.
Day.
will make their own delivery of
donated items to our premises
wrInalk.0•-•• .
1%-discass1oo
Tar the —
The Executive Board of the ihiring• • that • week" - said
project record books which are
Waldrop,"but for those who are'
to be in the Extension Office by Kirksey Unit of the Parentto themselves bring
unable
January, 1, Andy Coles and Mrs. Teacher Association will hold
the auction site, we
Scott will make plans for the its meeting Tuesday, November items to
have arranged for trucks
yearbooks and calendars for the 20, at 1:30 p.m. in the home of
504-8 MAIN STREET — PHONE 753-4662
Mrs Joe Thornton. Mrs. Billie operated by Rotary members to
coming year.
pick-up donated items at
MURRAY, KENTUCKY 42071
Fred Gillum, 4-H agent, Bazzell, president, urges all
members to attend the meeting peoples homes The number to
presided at the meeting.
call for pick-up is 753-5660."

James Blalock N
Receives Award

Rites Held Sunday
For Mrs, Holland

Mrs. Futrell Dies
Saturday; Funeral
Being Held Today

Rotary Seeks
Donations For
Coming Auction

(Continued front Page 1)
raeli investigation came amid
continued furor over initial setThis week the band students
backs the Israeli army suffered in the Murray City Schools will
when war broke out with Egypt be taking orders for holiday
GLASGOW, Ky.(AP) — Fed- along the Suez Canal and with candles, a school spokesman
eral Aviation Administration of- Syria in the Golan Heights on said.
ficials today began in- Oct. 6. Defense Minister Moshe
The candles, are nine inch,
vestigating the wreckage of a Dayan has said that Israel had bayberry scented, decorated
plane crash that killed two Ohio no inkling of war until the with seasonal pictures, and
men near this Southern Ken- morning the shooting began.
filled with a 100 hour supply of
A cabinet statement said that
*.ucky city Sunday.
Proceeds from the sale will be
Two men were killed when the investigation will cover
their light plane crashed near -the army's deployment for used to help send the band to the
the Bon Ayre community about war in general, its pre- Orange Bowl festivities at
six miles west of here in Bar- paredness in the days prior to Miami, Fla., on December 31,
the war and its actions until it 1974, as well as purchasingsome
ren County.
additional equipment for all the
State Police said the victims held back the enemy."
Government sources said the bands, the band spokesman
were John Steele, 65, of Reading, owner of the Cessna 170, inquiry most likely will seek to addee.
and Kenneth A. Porter, 35, of find out why Israeli intelligence
did not forsee that war was imCincinnati.
Murray Quota Club Has
Authorities were attempting minent and whether Israel was
quick
enough
after the initial Pecans For
to determine which man was
Sale Here
piloting the craft, which was outbreak in mobilizing its citiregistered in Cincinnati. Both zen army.
Members of the Quota Club of
During the first hours of the
men had pilots' licenses.
Murray have received several
State Police said the plane war Egyptian tanks rumbled cases of Schermen
shelled
apparently was bound for Cin- across bridges over the Suez pecans which
are now on sale
Canal
and
captured
a strip of at the present
cinnati from Alabama
time for $2.50 per
The
single-engine
plane land along the eastern bank, in- pound.
crashed in a field on a farm cluding Israel's highly touted
Any person desiring to purowned by J.R. Richardson off Bar-Ley Line. In the Golan chase pecans
should contact
Heights, Syrian tanks initially
U.S. 68 on Kentucky 685.
any member of the Quota Club
A witness, Arnold Flowers, overran numerous Israeli posi- or the
following persons: Mrs.
who lives near the site, said he tions.
Earleen Doran, 909 Sycamore
In other developments
heard a sputtering noise, came
Street, 753-8970, Mrs. Marjorie
- The POW exchanges beoutdoors and saw an explosion.
Dunn, Bank of Murray, 753-1893,
tween Egypt and Israel were
continuing. So far, 142 of 247 Is- or Mrs. Annie Nance, Peoples
Bank, 753-3231.
raeli prisoners held in Egypt
The funds received from Chit
and nearly half of the 8,221
sale of these freshly harvested
Egyptians held by Israel have
(Continued from Page 1)
pecans will be used by the club
been freed.
coal prices currently are rising.
for various service projects
-In Vienna, the 10 Arab oil
Miner operators are affected
throughout the community.
producing nations said they
most by the tax when prices
would not reduce their oil supare comparatively low and they
plies to Europe during the
have to pay the 30-cent-per-ton
month of December as preminimum because it is larger
viously announced because the
than the 4-per-cent proceeds to
Common Market recently
the state.
called upon Israel to withdraw
Gable, whose operations are
from Arab territory it has occuunderground only, said underpied since 1967.
ground operators are beginning
The announcement excluded
o go out of business because
All Murray and Calloway
The Netherlands and the United
they have to compete with surStates to which the Arab na- County ministers are invited to
face operators whose costs—
tions are refusing to ship oil al- a Coffee held in their honor at
mainly because they are little
together because of their sup- the Calloway County Public
affected by the federal Mine
port of Israel. The Arabs said Library, Tuesday, November
Safety Act—are considerably
production cuts of 5 per cent a 20, from 10:00-11:00 a.m., aclower.
month will resume to Europe in cording to Margaret Trevathan,
He said that from a narrow
librarian.
January.
view the underground operators
As part of the observance of
would be delighted with pasNational Bible Week, the event
sage of a federal measure
is planned to show appreciation
sharply curtailing strip-mining,
to
ministers
of
all
but he said such a law these
denominations and churches.
days is unlikely and would
The movie, "Traditional
harm the nation anyway.
Hand Tools," will be shown on
National Bible Week will be
Gable said that perhaps the Tuesday, November 20,
at two observed all during the week of
most the 1974 legislature can do p.m. at the Calloway
County November 18-25 at the library.
for the industry is to leave it Public library for
the senior This will be an inter-faith effort
alone—in the sense of not pass- citizens of Murray
and to emphasize the need for
ing restrictive laws.
Calloway C,ourity.
rededication to reading and
H said the burden of paying
A library spokesman said the studying the Bible. Books of a
for workmen's compensation is film will show simple hand
tools religious and spiritual nature
so great now that any addition- used by Kentucky pioneers.
will be on display throughout
al imposition could wreck the
The senior citizens also have the week. Other materials that
entire coal economy.
a variety of crafts on display at may be obtained through the
"Our costs on workmen's the library where they will"
be library will also be shown.
compensation today in under- until their bazaar on
"All ministers are cordially
November
ground mines is about $1.50 per 30 and December
1 at the welcomed to the library
ton," Gable said. "We used to Community Room
of the Tuesday morning or at any time
sell our coal not long ago for a Murray Federal Savings
and during the week," said Mrs.
Little over $3 a ton."
Loan Association.
Trevathan.
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Public Library
Plans Events
For Bible Week
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Senior Citizens To
Movie On Tools

Woodwind Quintet
To Play Tonight

Stock Market

Band Students Are
Selling Candles

Israel . ..

01973 Models
Must Be Sold!
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Mrs. Joe Sledd Is
Elected President
Of 4-H Council
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Fast Print Copy Center

Fantastic Discounts!!
Come See!!
Save $$$!

Come See The New
'74 MODELS
on display at the
sign of the Cat.
•

Hatcher Auto Sales
515 So. 12th

Phone 753-4961
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